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Tim Earley
A P icture

o f the

G o o d T imes

I love you you keep doing the same tilings.
You broke some things. You broke some more things.
I was tapping you on the shoulder, sav ing, Break things.
I was turning cartwheels in front of you, yelling, Break
things'
'Ihe mailman keeps doing the same tiling,
but I don’t love him.
Twice a year maybe we try different tilings:
I tlireaten to buy a snowmobile.
1stand atop the television and announce my intentions:
I must and I will and then eveiytiling will be O.K.
You build a fire in April in the middle of the afternoon,
smoke the sparrows from the chimney
and warm the house until our ears sweat.
You sweep spiders from the corners
and I jump from the first floor window',
grab the lawnmower, and cut crop circles in the yard.
I burst through the door, pointing.
See, see. It's true, /say.
Yes,yes. Mystery liies, you say,
beating spiders to death with a broom.
Short of mnning from each other,
amis high in the air, laughing,
to opposite corners of the earth,
we tape a picture of the good times
on the refrigerator door.
I say now I will love you.
You say now we can keep doing the same tilings.
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EmilyKoehn
D

riving

Maytx? lost
that in my side it hurts sometimes and I forget
fields and open car d(x>rs, hands, some other time that
this isn’t
present, u bo are you and that there must not have been
anything. Relevancy. Thinking of

today is the day of driving and I'm always driving and
blistering of conversation of
thesim issobot
the billboard of glistening droplet
on a wine glass, magnified, a drop the size
of a body, a
balloon of shine, painted
poster board light blue, this could really, be
careful, and the highway by the sea stretches with
potential knowledge is, is. is.
Some say bits of dark sand
in between. Gulls that circle and dart quickly. The
ripple of
on the radio: ueatber.
Inland and inward.
W>rk on
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what I work on outward
is a question for the concentrated
turquoise.
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EmilyKoebn
M

ore

M

o d ific a t io n s

Particular song/circumstance makes you ‘alive’or the
small bird I hold in my hand so light.
Notice how we remember a tune, a lyric
of limping melody.
Do we walk toward the cement or die lines stretching?
The architecture
of your thought will indicate flight.
Does die pang rectify’
d ie blue?
When he talked of his wife, he mentioned
a garden, azaleas, and dien,
hallways where diey would not
speak to one another.
Desire: a smaller portion of the whole letting itself go
into riddles.
I saw a print of a negative: a woman waving a scarf —
her face a blur, die sky a blur, expanding skin and air
into each other.
Small mistakes
are reductions in glass.
Which railway or roadway will dictate?
Which jukelxix
on a front porch will open up - birds nesting inside
exposed?
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The second look anyone gives you, avoid.
It really is just like that forest. P ointing trees. The cry o f
the....
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Scott Witbiarn
FIVE DOLLAR BILLS
Two days before he died Mr. Gibbs made it a point
to drop off five dollar bills for the kids’ Christmas.
Other years he dumped broken riblxin candy
or supermarket cookies which someone else gave him.
Then, I was all about teaching “Listen here it 'sthe thought
that counts. ” “Prove it,” my son once said.
I’ve been going over the countless mallards
Gibbs gave us - Lug Nut, Green Lantern, Edith all the trouble he took each spring to keep us in ducks.
“Why do you keep doing this over and over?” I asked
liim,
as, in a way, my son asked me, as, in a way, I now ask.
A shrug. Each fall they flew. All but Chicken.
The duck named Chicken! She panicked in the air,
then crashed into die wcxxls. And sat diere quacking.
1low many times? Desperate acts, I said, just to get
carried back.
The duck named Gibbs. The duck named any of us.
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RobertThomas
F our

P arallel L in e s

RiwWmcku'
I could live alone in a studio, practicing Debussy’s
Engulfed Cathedral(xi the pian<)after my nximing walk
to the bakery. The sound of those bells would be
nothing like the Byzantine chimes of the Greek Orthodox Church down die street. 'Iliose people scare
me with their love of eggs! I have seen them sol
emnly carry loaves of Easter bread into die vestibule
and never emeige. The sound would lie nodiing like
the clang of the streetcar cord as a passenger yanks
to get out. It is a sound you will hear only in those
impossible chords, or perhaps if you live in die Paris
catacombs and listen to the light of a rose window as
it resounds through ten feet of stone.

H panelHiss
I could liave died years ago, and now my wife would
lie married to a master chef who can delione a chicken
while leaving the flesh intact. They would have a
cactus garden full of cholla and one saguaro. They
would have repainted die house die same color, but
their Christmas tree woidd be larger than ours, al
most piercing die ceiling, widi a thousand white bulbs
flashing in die living room next to die cabinet, which
would contain different CDs, Madonna and Sting,
lliey would have to shout to tie heard over the hiss
and pop of bacon on die griddle (just enough to add
a bit of flavor), and it would only deepen their love.
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Ihe FirstMirror
I could live in the desert, moving from water to water.
For a man to kx)k into his own eyes for the First timethe creation of fire was nothing to tliat. To lower his
face to the surface and drink of the sun and the date
palm-surely in the desert one would think of that-the
silver, feathery leaves. The disturbance as a coin, or a
handful of seeds, was dropped into the pool. Not
knowing what would emerge, whether it would come
from above or below. At ncx)n he watched a woman
stretch to break off a palm to fan herself, and knew he
wanted her for his wife, but it was when he saw her
image in the water cleaving the branch from the tree
that he first knew love.

TakingNote
I could be an owl on the roof of a barn. The dark
landscape would be a rippling jewel with a thousand
facets, and I would monitor each one with the power
of consciousness unhindered by self-consciousness.
It would be as if you could hear the conversation of
children on a sandlot across the city, how two of them
plot to grab the barrette from the sleek hair of the
third and hide it in a drainpipe, or you could see the
couple across the plaza through a gap in their blinds as
he takes off his watch, laying it carefully next to the
lamp like a sacred vestment, she cocks her head to one
side, then the other, removing her earrings, and you
see that lx>th of them are too gentle and ruthless to
say a word. No one ever said that God weeps when a
sparrow falls, only that He takes note.
Fall 2002
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JessicaAnlhony
V enus

de

O

h io

THIS MORNING I WOKE UP and screamed because my arms
were stuck to the sheets. Gerald piled me into the car and drove
me to the hospital, right into the Limb-Cutting Unit. They
knocked me out and sawed off my arms. I didn’t feel a tiling, so
they told me. But I beg to differ. Even in my drugged state I felt
the saw jerk my torso around. I heard a distant hemming and
hawing, like the sound a lumberjack makes in the forest. The
nurse sprayed Ogvil Powder Mist around my face. Later I found
out that Ogvil Powder Mist is really a feminine freshening prod
uct. This is Collard Greens, Ohio.
It was acute gangrene, the doctors said. My guess is that
those scratches from hooking up the oven in our filthy new apart
ment were a big deal after all. But the doctors said that even if
die oven thing was true, it was just about the most unlikely case
they ever heard. They also said that if they had not cut off my
amis, it would have spread to my chest, stopped my heart and
killed me. I was pretty dam lucky, diey said, and should be grate
ful for modern medicine. Yes, I thought, staring at the stumps
bulging out from my shoulders— I am one grateful, lucky girl.
When Gerald brought me home from the hospital we were
nervous. With my career as a massage therapist pretty much
kaput, we were Ixith unemployed. “I’ll find something,” he said.
“Don’t worry, Babe.” So we had sex. But Gerald didn’t know
where to put his hands and I didn’t know where to put anything.
Love without amis, I discovered, was not love at all.
“I’m ugly,” I said. “Ugly, ugly, ugly.”
It has lieen two years. We have not had sex since.
Gerald and I were married on a military compound in east
ern Ohio, near Youngstown. Gerald spent three years in the
service, in a scientific testing ward. He had big dreams about
being a scientist. They had the rodents and the test tubes and
everything. We had a house with a front yard and a back yard
that the service practically gave us. Things were going well until
they were not going well. Gerald finished his three years with
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the test tulx.\s and didn't pass the exams to Level Two. So they
discharged him from the anny and us from the house. I like to
think that it s not his fault, but it’s hard to downsize your living
space and then have your arms sawed off.
The apartment is a room with a kitchenette. We share the
dresser. We .scrape1by. I spend my day here while Gerald is at the
new job. Gerald’s father worked fx*hind a perfume counter for
forty years. When we g<x married, Gerald said he would love me
as long as he never had to sell any gixldamn perfume. Currently
Gerald is selling perfume, door-to-door, for LadyWear Cosmet
ics. I le only started doing it to save up enough money to move
out of this apartment and into a house. But it s been awhile.
Longer than we thought. Now we know that perfume can t buy
houses anymore, at least not in Ohio. Now we have a new plan.
We want the house around the corner, Lammy’s house.
Lammy is alxiut a billion years old. She can’t have much time
left, we figure. The house is for prostitutes and she’s been run
ning it for ages. It used to lx.j a hotel allied “Regina,” and still has
the oval welcome mat at the doorstep that says so. It lias a dozen
rooms, these velvety peach-colored drapes and a winding stair
case with a brass banister. A millionaire named Henry Jodphur
Street built it about a century ago for his new Russian bride,
Regina, freshly ordered from a magazine. Regina liked that 1Ienry
lived in a small town, but made a stink about Henry's house when
she arrived. It was a house that his family had lived in for three
generations. A house with a grassy field and a horse farm. So
1ferny, stupid with love or something like love, built her a freak
ing hotel instead. A palace in Collard Greens. He bought all
these exotic herbs that she'd raid about in European magazines,
like lingwort, wild onion and scammony, to replace the Ameri
can bushes. 1le ordered flat stepping stones from India. And he
built bulbous spires on the roof that were painted gold, “to kxik
like Moscow,” he said. But Regina, without any marketable skill
(xlier tlian smiling pretty at a camera, ran the place pcxirly. Henry’s
money sank like lead in water. Regina, pregnant with Lammy,
divorced him. Henry drowned himself in the bean-shaped swim
ming pcxil.
Lammy hasn't changed a thing. In her room there is actually
silk on the wall. Silk! There used to tx1a Ixrar pelt hanging afxive
Fall 2002

the fireplace in the dining room, but she gave it to us after Gerald
started selling lilac perfume there. She was so grateful. “No one
else ever comes near die place in the daytime,” she said.
The idea is to warm up to Lammy and get her to leave us the
house when her time is up. Gerald goes over twice a week with
die perfume box. I go over twice a week widi a sad litde story to
tell. I say things like, “I couldn’t buy lima beans today," and sigh.
I shake my head. “They were tcxi far back in the freezer and my
stumps couldn’t reach them.”
“Oh darling,” Lamniy always says, her eyes squinting with
sorrow.
During die days, Lammy and I will sit on die rocking chairs in
the front pagoda and sip cherry' daiquiris. Last month we were
out there, rocking in the pagoda, and I asked Lammy why she
does what she does. She looked at me, her white hair piled on
top of her head like wedding cake, and said, “Men are wonder
ful.” Ihey seem to diink she’s pretty wonderful tcxi. Even though
she’s ancient and Grxl knows what she does for them, they go
back again and again. They come from all over the Tri-State
Area. Once a man came from Florida. Another one came from
France. For her entire life, Lammy’s had this problem of practi
cally every' man on earth wanting her. Now she has this problem
of us wanting her house. We’re both trying so hard, but Gerald’s
the one doing most of the legwork. He wants nie to become a
more active participant. “Call her,” Gerald says. “Call her again.”
But he’s the one who hasn’t fixed the showerhead or the creak
ing board on our front sttxip. We’re tieginning to crack.
It is evening, with a hot wind that makes die screen clcxir on the
apartment rattle. Gerald should be back any minute. I use the
quick time to read some Hemingway and aerobicize. I peel off
dinner with niy mouth and cook it with my feet. Then I sit
upright on my knees and feet on the boar pelt in the center of
the space we call the living Room. The pelt Isn’t soft, like dog or
mink; it’s coarse and greasy. The hairs stick up sharp and tickle
my feet. It's gcxxl for meditation. It keeps nie focused. My eyes
are closed. 'Hie only movement is in my chest. I am breadiing. I
concentrate on nothing. Only when I concentrate on nothing
does it happen: it starts when I feel the bkxxl moving through
Fall 2002

my body. The blood puLses like crazy when it comes to the stumps.
And slowly, my arms grow back. They are long and thin and
pink. Wrists lx*nd. Fingers dangle. I become beautiful again.
Gerald says meditation is weird and unnatural and unscien
tific. Gerald is also an atheist. He says things like, “You're be
lieving in the peanut butter without the peanuts.” I am learning
to pick up his voice with my imaginary thumb and forefinger and
flick it into a corner of the room. It occurs to me that if he were
here. I would not be doing what I’m doing.
“Babe? That you?”
I lis voice sounds far away, like a bell on a Christmas tree. I
haven’t moved. The screen door slams shut.
“There’s a TV movie I want to watch. What’s for dinner?”
“Frozen cods,” I say.
“Yummy,” he says. “How are you. Babe?”
“I’m meditating.”
I le sidles up to me: his feet by my butt, his knees at my stumps.
The indefatigable lilac in his clothes.
“But I’m home now," he says. He puts down the box of
perfumes and stares at me while I stare at nothing for a while.
“I’ve been thinking that maybe you should get a job doing
something else. You can do so much with your feet. I saw a
special the other day where there was this girl who cooked an
entire spaghetti dinner with her feet. Garlic bread and every
thing. You could do that.”
I open my eyes and lcx)k at him despairingly.
I le shrugs. “You made that baked apple once.”
Gerald is tall anyway, but since die anns went, he looks even
taller. A giant. He wipes his forehead. Dark half-moons are
spreading under his pits. Heat gets to him.
“Did you talk to Lammy ttxlay?” he says.
I nod.
“How’s she feeling?”
“She’s gotten weaker. Dropped a teacup when we were on
die phone.”
Gerald sighs and tosses the mail on the dining rcxim table,
right next to the kitchenette, smack dab in the place where the
mail goes. The fact is, no matter how much time we spend at
Lammy’s, we don’t know if either one of us has gotten close
Fall 2002

enough for her to want to leave us the house. And we don't
kn( >whe>wk)ng she's gc>ingto last anyway. Maybe a nx )ntli. Maybe
a decade. Nothing is for certain.
“Come on, Babe,” Gerald says. “I just want to sit on the
couch and cuddle and watch the TV' movie.” 1le puts his arms
around my stumps. “Is that okay? We ll think about our dream
house.”
“Okay,” I say. I’m no monster. I get up with my knees and
back and move to the couch. Standing up. I am a tree with no
branches. Gerald doesn’t let go of my stumps. In fact, he prac
tically guides me with them. We both sit down on the couch at
the same time. It is faux leather that squeaks. I am wearing jeans
and I have to hang onto the couch with my butt to keep from
slipping. It turns out that the TV movie won’t be on for another
half-hour. Meantime, we kill thirty minutes watching a show
that sells houses.
“That one, right there,” Gerald says. “That’s a beaut! What
do you think?”
It’s a colonial with broad front windows that gleam behind
die girl real estate agent. Wild green shrubs tackle the base. 'Hie
black roof slopes like a turned shoulder.
“I don’t trust it,” I say.
“What are you talking about?”
“It looks mean to me.”
“How on earth can a house look mean?”
“Look at it,” I say.
He kxiks. “So someday, when we have die money, you won’t
live in a house because you don’t trust it? Come on. If the roof
is falling in, dien you don’t buy a house, but that house is great.
Lcxik how it faces the sun.”
"I want Lammy’s house,” I say. The lace doilies. The golden
domes. 1have never said this before, but I say it now. “I deserve
that house.”
“I know you do, Babe,” he says.
I kxik at my husband. I wonder if I should tell him what I’m
diinking: I m diinking diat there’s a fine line lx?tween beauty and
ugliness. I m thinking that I want to tell him about how rotten I
feel every day. Rotten like: if I don’t get out of this apartment,
the other limbs are just going to start dropping off until all that’s
18
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left of me is a belly and a face. I’m thinking that if Gerald went
in and spent some real quality time with Lammy it might lx* a
different story. It’s been months and months and we hardly even
know her. Who is to say that tee are in any position to get the
house when she has a dozen beautiful girls and a multitude of
men who see her every single day? And in such...extreme circum
stances?
Yes, I Ixlieve I u ill tell him.
“I think you should have sex with Lammy.”
1lis face goes stone. I lis ami feels like cement on my shoul
der. Everything in him is telling me no, and everything in me is
telling him yes. A thin tear starts out of my eye and I can't stop
it. I do not, in fact, even try. Gerald sees me and his jaw starts
popping. Iie hates it when I'm upset. We watch the show this
way; silent except for my snuffling and Gerald’s nervous pop
ping jaw. We do not say another word alxxit it. Then, suddenly,
Gerald stands up. I le looks around at the apartment: the peeling
sink, the uneven flcxxtx yards, the yellow stains on the wall. Then
he looks down at his half-wife, slouching on a plastic couch.
And he says he’s going out to get fries for the cods.
We lx)th know what that really means.
When the screen d(x>r slams Ixhind him, I am instantly un
nerved. I go to check the oven. It just sits there— large, like an
uninvited houseguest. I open my mouth and bite at the string
that dangles from the handle on the oven dcx>r. I pull down and
get pummeled by heat. The cxxls are crisping and the smell is
pretty awful. So awful I gag. I go to the window for some fresh
air. I stand on the stool and try to push the latch up with my
chin. It swings around and slaps me in the face. In the army
house, we had sliding windows that I could have moved with my
butt. Not here. Here I get bruises on my face. Gerald doesn’t
like those bruises. As if missing arms weren’t bad enough. The
man washes my hair in the morning and wipes my ass at night.
I cannot open the window. The hot oven lias made the room
boil. I change into a tank top, which I never wear because it
shows the stumps. Even though the purple went away a gtxxl
six months ago. they still kx>k weird. Tan and knotty. Like tom
dough. I lean against the oven door and cry a little, but not real
crying, just feeling pretty lousy alxxit it all. So I go to the Living
Fall 2002
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Room, to the boar pelt for another round of meditation. I sit
down on the pelt and close my eyes. I try to concentrate on
nothing. I start looking for the place where arms grow. But all I
can think about is what I have done: I have sent Gerald off on
his first foray into whoring. And this makes me a monster.
I do not want to be a monster. I want to be beautiful.
I turn off the oven with my big toe, pick up the keys with my
mouth and drop them into my hip bag. 1bust out of the screen
dcxx and hit the pavement running. I am all knees and no el
bows. Breathing hard and turning corners. Then, there it is:
painted in three shades of blue and in great shape for a Victo
rian. I stand before it for a second, because the bigness has
made me stop. This house. This beautiful house. All our hard
work to get it, and I am about to give it away.
When I go in, gids are everywhere: slinging over settees, hing
ing potted plants, dancing to Jesus Christ Superstar. When they
.see me, some of them wave and some of them whisper. They
kxik pretty sharp. Ih e one with curly blond hair knows me and
C)erald. When she sees me, she seems to kni >w what’s going on.
I turn all red, and thank the girl as she runs upstairs to tell Lammy
that I m here. Waiting, I lean against the wall tliat wraps around
the living room, a real living rcx>m, and rises tliree stories to the
nx)t that s shaped like the skyline of another world. I press my
cheek against the wall, dizzy with love and perfume. Gerald’s
lilac, everywhere.
I hen Lammy appears. A shiny vision in gold lame. Her
favorite. She sways for a moment, then grabs onto the banister.
Twelve women lurch forward.
“It’s all right,” she says. “Lammy’s just fine.”
The room sighs, collectively.
“Oh darling,” she says to me. I kx)k around for Gerald, but
all I can see is Lammy, stepping down the stairs with the preci
sion ot a movie star poodle. Eighty pounds descending: nearly a
pound tor each year of her life. Impossible to take my eyes off
her.
How are you/ she says, brushing her hand on my cheek.
My Ixxly relaxes. She is coated in the lilac and it makes my knees
1x ickle. She smiles. The white liair is not piled tonight, but draped
over her shoulders like a shawl of clouds. I hear the girls whis20
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{XT my husband’s name. I feel like breaking down right there.
The heat on my neck. The lump in my tliroat. I do not deserve
this house. I do not deserve anything at all.
“I am a monster,” I say, all choked up.
“You’re not a monster,” Lammy says. She lifts her arm and
the robe glitters. “May I?” She opens her hand. Speckled with
melanoma, delicate as a dried leaf. She touches tlx stumps. They
throb back at her. 'Ihen she says something that I can’t Ixlieve.
Even when the words come tumbling. She says something we
had not at all considered.
“I would like it very much if you and Gerald would move in
with us.”
And I am amazed.
“I'm old,” she says, “and maintenance of the house is just
getting out of hand. Every time Gerald comes to the house to
sell his perfumes, he fixes something. I’ve been thinking that it
would be nice to have a man around. A man like Gerald. So I
asked him, just now, if you would move in with us. But he said
that he would have to ask you first. He is a nxmderfulman.”
“Yes,” I say. “He is.” I look up at the ceiling where the
bedrooms are. “How is he?” I say.
“He’s waiting for you,” she says. And I don’t have to say
another word about it. She lcx)ks at me like everything is going
to Ix okay. It’s okay that Gerald and I have love without anns.
Ihat is what we have. And it’s going to take some getting used
to.
Lammy holds my waist with one hand and the banister with
the other. We walk upstairs, joined this way, and she brings me
to her room. It’s dark in there, but I can see a long, tri-paneled
mirror and a Ixd. Lammy sends me in and closes the dcxir Ixhind her.
Gerald sits up. He’s Ixen lying underneath the covers, tight
as a Ixiard. “You came,” he says.
“Yes,” 1say.
“We can move in," he says.
“Yes,” I say. 1wiggle out of my tank top and stand in front
of tiie mirror. I turn my naked torso back and forth. The stumps
are aligned with my breasts. I notice that my stomach has be
come incredibly .str ing. The muscles seem to trip over each other.
Fall 2002
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A warm wave moves through my hips as my eyes adjust to the
darkness. Gerald watches me, still and twisted in the vanity, and
gets out of the bed. He moves close to me and runs his hand
down my stomach. 11vend and curve.

22
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AkksaKuusny
J une

The Queen of Worms, who is a Seer
lies just one side of the shovel.
The Emperor is shoeless,
brings the downpours of June, purple,
blue, tiie wild clematis.
1le is, of course, a sky god, has named
the plants to act like charms.
Sky always turns hyacinth liefore it blooms.
'Hie Queen of Worms is not Macbeth.
She can reverse her decisions, crowded
by tiie dead who overwhelm her.
Spilling lines while she is horizontal.
Then the Emperor flies and she flees.
La Vraie Vie. Ah, the life she would live
if all the hidden forces at her sides—
Thereisearth, thenUght, tlxm crystal,
then a deefxrjoule. The earth is sc>lvent,
emerald. And the mountains?
They are close now. Tiie lilac in leaf
takes up tiie whole tree,
where cats and birds hide from each other.
So little it takes, one small shift,
for disaster to come or lie diverted.
Over and over, two tiny plant hands,
clasped as if in prayer,
continue to divide up the world.
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IT ALL COMES DOWN TO this: me holding my finger in the
hole I shot in her neck, the gun on the floorboard of the Chevy
pickup, and the key chain that says Karen in gold curly letters
dangling from the ignition. I didn't mean to shoot her. but she
said I was just a girl and she could no longer make me out to Ix
the boy I'm not. She said I was young and a girl and she shouldn't
be messing with me and her husband was onto us. And she
laughed when I pointed the gun at her. She laughed.
She said to me once that I reminded her of her high school love,
a boy she’d kissed behind her father’s shed and loved until he
died two years later foe>man overdcxse ()f sleeping pills. / le u m a
tmgicsoiil, she said and so called me c>ne, too. Tragicsold, I laughed
isii'/ that a band}' But I ccxoldn’t make it go away. I think n<)w I was
like him, trapped in her mind, revised, regurgitated, lx>m tcx> late
to understand that this was fate, this was my world: a memory
conjured of soft flesh and breasts, a memory lx)m wrong, a trai
tor masquerading as her lover.
You will remember it this way, if you remember it at all: I mowed
her lawn. It will seem to you now like a twisted version of Anne
Bancroft and Dustin Hoffman. You will imagine it as a comingof-age, but do not believe that, ever. It was never roses and
lavender and lace sheets. Quick gral'js in the hall, knowing glances
in the kitchen, hot breath and sweaty legs in the bedroom. I will
be here to tell you the sound her fingernails made against the
buttons on my Levi’s as she undressed me for the first time, the
clink of her acrylic nails against the metal, the sound of her breath
in my ear, soft and hard all at once, the perfume she wrore, like
thistles, I thought then, prickly and soft.
It was my sixteenth birthday and I remember only this—hands,
small hands full of k>tion. Yourfeet, she said,yourpoor/eet. And I
smile, because she is touching me, skin on skin, for the first time
ever, and I laugh. because it is my life come to a halt, a sense ev en
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then that I would stop there, in her house, in her hands, and spin
around these moments for the rest of my life. A sense that the
feel of her skin against mine would wipe us out, erase us from
the skyline, two figures trapped in a held breath.
She showed me the gun one afternoon as we drove to the moun
tains. Aniay on business, she said Alone, she said. Trees, water,food,
she said. We drove up the road, winding, paved in black and gray
and patches of nothing. The water bordering the road, a manmade dam holding it back, a force contained with concrete and
girders, white streams of minerals stuck to the side like ghosts
of water, phantoms of wetness. We sat in the truck near the
dam and she held my hand, enclosed it with both of hers, told
me she wanted to leave him, wanted to be free, she said. Life, she
said. Love, she said. And she opened the glove lx>x for napkins
as we ate peanut butter sandwiches, fumbled around and let out
a scream: small, shy, startled. She pulled out a gun, a small one,
a soft white handle that looked like lotion swirled in her palm.
.380 automatic, she said. Darren bought it, she said, I almostforgot.
We stared at it for a while, a thing settling into her hand, our eyes
watching it as though it might jump, might swim for the water,
might sprout gills and slither away, a fish out of water, a home
less piece of muscle covered in scales, breathing in bursts, in the
palm of her hand.
You will say she was crazy and had it coming. You w ill say I did
too. Divine vengeance, you’ll call it. These are die words you will
always associate with her: whore, cheap, dirty. You will say I was
tcx) young to know' better, confused in my own IxxJy, driven by
her breasts in my face at every turn. What was I to do with such
a woman? But you know this: I was die thing you all knew and
didn’t say—a silence dangling off the end of your tongues until
a gunshot shook it kxxse and sprayed it everywhere.
1still smell her here, in this cell, and I remember the hot choco
late she wc >uld make for me diat winter—u ith cinnamon, she said.
I can smell the lawn the first time I cut it, green and bursting
with the hot dry' June air, a scent I could almost see in the air,
small green bubbles of life. She walked to me from the porch
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and asked me in, told me she had tea or water or beer, whatever
I wanted. Whatever, I replayed in my head as I walked to the
d(x>r, then to the couch, sat there as she sat close and angled her
lxxiy to face me, a beautiful diagonal line looming before me—
curves and hair and lips. What I remember is this: she laughed
and kx)ked at me like I was real and she touched my knee, the
sound of her skin scratching against the rough denim of my
Levi’s. My memories of that day, small glimpses tliat never equal
the feeling I recall: overwhelming, heavy, humid like our town
never is. like I hear the south is in the middle of July, like I hear
the tropics are— lush and moist and weighty.
The papers showed a picture of me with my cracked and scabbed
chin, my long hair and clean face. You w ill see it now' as I tell you
this. You will recall the news, national even. Your small grow ing
town a word dropped off the tongues of men like Brokaw and
Jennings and Leno. The jokes, you think, were hurtful. But not
to me, to you. The lines about flannels and dykes and not just
hating men, but women, too. And I will think, I shot her to
shoot myself In an instant I imagined the gun was at my head
and at my heart and in my hands. And I try’ now', still, not to
think of the way the gun kicked in my kind and the bullet ripped
a hole in her neck and not her head or her chest and I screamed
and that’s how' they knew. I think they did not hear the shot— it
was silent, silent and beautiful like a monologue in perfect sign
language— all hand gestures and sweeping amis. They heard
me and I screamed to save her, to save you, to save me. Who
should save us but me?
The blood wouldn’t stop. I remember it now, remember this
most, the feel of it on my finger: warm, heavy, like hot maple
syrup, the feel of her neck closing in around my finger, like the
first time we made love. The world stops here—spinning around
the pickup until her head leans further back as I push my finger
in, trying to stop the blood. Flashing heat in my head as her legs
twitch against my knee. I feel her life soaking into my palm and
I kiss her.
Think of the tilings the papers said: motive, affair, torrid, deadly.
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Remember the things yon said in your kitchen as you hugged
your children to your breast: love, simple, clean, holy. Try to
forget the image of me in my jeans and flannel shirt tucked into
a braided leather belt that said Steve on it, my father’s belt and
almost too big, my body and clothes a sort of mismatch, my
breasts hiding just underneath a shirt big enough to confuse.
The first time she dressed me in one of her husband’s shirts.
The first time we kissed in her sun porch next to a pitcher of
iced tea and lemon. The picture in the paper with my lip busted
and scabbed, a line drawn down my face, it might seem like, now,
in the haze of memory. The scabs like jagged proof that my
bkxxl did clot. Darren’s fist across my face as he pulled up to us
in the pickup, her head on my finger like a balloon.
Tuesdays Darren worked late and then went to play pool. You
knewrtills, many of you. lliink of it now, the way your husbands
left home on Tuesday nights. It could have been you that called
me over, could have been you holding onto my finger with the
soft flesh of your aging necks, flaps of skin draped around my
hand like jewelry. I do not wish this for you. I simply mean to
say that we all make mistakes. We all suffer from time, which
stores our hurt like a vacuum seal. Time that lets us grow into
things we want not to be, things we can’t stop and so we don’t.
Time that held still for a few hours every Tuesday night, at least,
and allowed me to hold her palm and count the lines, make things
up. Longlife, I said Threekids, \sakl A loverthat willshineyourskin
from theoiitsiclein.
There are dreams I have at night of us together and I am grown.
It looks like this: a small house—w hite with green trim, no fur
niture but a mattress and a kitchen table littered with mail and
cups, a lawn perfectly manicured, me mowing it every day, com
ing in to wash up and touch her, touch her face and her ears and
her hips, taste the inside of her thighs like sweet, smooth glass.
You do not know this, may never know' this, may never care
enough to listen to me. I am here now and I deserve it, but do
not forget your role. You have one. You are the watchers, the
ones who lcx)k at all of this and think you have something to say,
that I have something to learn. You watch all of this and re28
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count it, tell it your way, never mine, and claim it as your folklore,
claim me as your anti-hero—a masquerading girl who wore her
daddy’s belt and her brother’s jeaas, a girl who seduced a loose
married woman and made her pay for her sin, a scarlet hole in
the middle of her nec k, far from her palms.
Do not forget this about me: I loved her even then, even as I
held her neck by a fingertip, even as I killed her in that pickup.
Because you must remember this, tcx>: you knew about us and
said nothing, let it become talk in Foodland as your sons bagged
her groceries. Know that your sons wanted what I got, and they
hated me for it. Remember that you were once young and bur
ied desires like die ones 1lived. Remember those desires: lust,
dampness, blood.
Think back and remember before this, lie fore that scream and
your lies to yourselves and your children about what happened.
'Ihink back to the days I grew up in your neighborhood, rcxle a
bike down your street. I was young and you whispered then
about me needing to grow up. Alx>ut hair pins and roller skates
and Ibarbie ck)lls. Y( >u told me t<) brush my hair, chided my me rther
f(x letting me grt )\v up like this, trailer trash u \bo came into some, yt xi
said, tcx) young and stupid to realize I looked like a lx)y. And as
my hips spread you lcxiked at me out of the sides of your eyes in
the aisles at the grex:ery store, told your daughters never to let
themselves go like 1did, but I knew even then what you meant.
Because you secretly wished you could be Karen, could tie die
older woman who unbuttoned my jeans, unbuttoned my shirt,
felt below my belt to confirm the softness of skin, the folds that
curved lxick around. Secretly curious, I would’ve said then. Liars, I
say now.
You will scoff when I say this, but 1miss her, miss her like never
before. Two years she lias lieen dead. I have my dreams and dus
room with a toilet, strangely warm at night, the hole in her neck
still hurting my finger, like a phantom pain from a lost limb— an
appendage 1feel as pain shooting around the tip of my finger
like fire, small licks of flame that taste like bkxxl when 1put my
finger in my mouth to cool it off.
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It is true that I should’ve known better. You will know this even
now, will remind yourself of this each time you remember me. I
should have known better and your children would, you tell your
self. A wrong aim here, a misstep there, a perfectly routed life
of bad turns led me here, leads one here. A perfectly choreo
graphed dance that you instruct your children never to do. A
smile on a hot day full of cut grass and steeped tea. A small
brush of her hair against my cheek as she leaned in to whisper.
A night alone as her husband played pcxf nine balls kncx'king
together and dispersing. A girl lost and in need. A child without
a mother like you, a father like you, a single soul around like you.
You will say this as often as you can, will chant it, quietly and
without words, motions your hands make as you kiss your child
goodnight, the meeting of your lips: soft, quick, and instruc
tional. Say this. Again. Now again. Say it until you believe it,
until you can’t see me in your child’s face as you kx)k out of the
comer of your eye. As she sits outside on the grass, as you smell
her growing up, a wash of skin and hair and pores expkxJing.
Say it now, tomorrow, as she marries. Know that I am here,
breathing the closed-in air of my cell, smelling cement and mat
tress and toilet water, and still I want her, all of her, bleeding
neck and gasps of air.
I see your eyes, all of them, and they vanish. They vanish and
talk to me like that: invisible, sultry, damp. 'Ihey look like air and
feel like air and sound like a screeching owl in my sleep. Like a
woman murdered, like blood seeping out of your mouths and
falling onto your chests, like your children playing outside, scream
ing. joyful, crying for fear of laughing. You are what I see, and
do not let yourselves remember this, do not let yourselves hear
this in your sleep, do not see my eyes, its circles, spinning, as dust
or wind or air. I filter out easily, fall between the cracks in your
sofa, laugh quietly as your husbands hold you, as you feel your
own hand in your hair. Do not feel me, do not see me, do not
hear the sound of a bullet traveling slowly and accidentally for
your necks, do not feel my finger buried inside of you, stopping,
stretching, trying to encompass all that bleeds, trying to heal flesh,
trying to heal.
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My eyes. My hands. My shoulder that kicks back. My hands.
My eyes diat twitch, dose, open, cry. It is my shoulder that aches.
They are my hands that exist. It is my hands that are helpless:
ten fingers that cannot stop blood. Only my hands, only my
eyes. I am only hands, eyes, shoulders, a mouth that does not
exist until after the shot, a hole that opens up and bleeds my
voice. It is only my hands that hurt now, my mouth tries not to
exist.
I ler head leaning against the back window. Pictures held by at
torneys, splattered across the local paper, held in my face in court,
slid to jurors. Here, here is whatshedid, thisgiri thiscreature, ofshame,
ofviolence. Shots from die back of the truck show her hair pressed
up against the window. It is die front shot that reverberates: a
hole, flesh ragged and loose around it. a tentacle ill-formed, a
tracheotomy with a jagged straw, an air-hole filled with blood.
1ler face frozen in a haphazard smile, her lips turned strangely
up, crow’s feet working dieir way out from her eyes, cheeks swol
len slightly, amis limp at her sides, her chest a wash of red over
blue flowers, a Monet in spring, my Karen, crying through her
skin in colors I never knew.
It is like this: a dime. A dime that spins until it is a silver circle of
lines, shadows stretched, shades made into motion. She is like
this now to me, a spinning dime, a quarter shrunk and moved,
spun and spun and spun. A hiccup in my eyes, a gray moving
tiling spinning into itself, always into itself, always spinning. 1
see circles everywhere nc)w, I k >les in die wall, small gaping wounds
in concrete, in plaster, in the metal bowl of the toilet, always
holes spinning in on themselves, holes like eyes, like ears, like
necks.
It is a lie that I say to myself. Lie. You do it. I watch the news
and I hear the jurors echo in my mind. Guilty. .Sin. Life. Prison.
I hear her mother, her daughter, crying, screaming, shcx)ting me
in my dreams. Bullets are a slow motion thought. Spirals that
follow me as I close my eyes, die one lodged in die frame of the
Chevy. Extracted. Exit wound. Driver s-side door. Culpable,
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despite. Confused, not insane. I nnatural. Bars that cross my
face now, lines that do not bleed, do not crack my flesh like
Darren’s fist. Lines, straight as a pulled trigger.
Words you say still, now, forever: sanctity, harmony, shattered,
restored. I am sorry. For more than you think. For being this
thing, for being not this thing. I watch the news and still hear
echoes, things I can’t recall, but they haunt me: gunshots, car
chases, husbands arrested, things I don’t understand. Things
that sting like dry ice: sticky, hot, and smoky.
A week before the blood, she held me close to her and whis
pered to me that life was mine and I should take it. And I laughed
at her, I laughed the laugh of the dainned—the ones lost to sun
shine and mist, to strong winds and caught breath. I laughed to
pretend not to care, I held my breath and let it out in bursts, little
pretend laughs echoing off the walls in her Ixxlroom.
It’s Tilesclcy. she said, cmdyoti an delheanywhereunthanyone. She
touched my hair, followed it with her hands until her hand was
cradled in my lower back. Circles, circles, she drew circles there,
magic etchings (>nmy skin: bare, warm, wet. Whyare you here with
me?she whispered. She moved her hand up my back and buried
it in my hair, touching it, holding it all in her palm, wrapping it
around her wrist, holding my head like that, angled back, a slave
to her pull, a piece of string wound tight and moving. Why me?
Words: kiss, smooth, soft, lips, heart, legs, hips, month, love. Her
breath in my ear, always in my ear, always trapped there, like a
dove without bones, floundering, flapping, trying to escape but
only floating, dissipating, escaping into the air, filtering out of
me, away from, not me. I said, stop. I said, loie. Neveranyone hut
yne ever, neverft'ewithontyou.
What iflcouldn't seeyon anymore?she said and held me there,
an extension of her arm, hair grown from herself attached to
my head, an appendage worn thin, worn out, taut, pulled taut.
No thoughts, only a neck bent, curving, a mercy pose, a pose
that lasted until the air dissipated more, until the sound of her
breath moved into the cab of that pickup truck, until a bone
snapped in my hand and sent a bullet arching through the air, a
soft-tipped kiss, a silent pirouette, a plea.
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You like to think it doesn’t happen here, not in your neighborh(K)d, not in your town. And so w hen it did, you held your
hands to your face and said things to the news like: You think
you 'resafe,you thinkyourkiclsaresafe,you thinkyou teach them right.
And you think of my mother, hair askew as she talked to the
news on our couch, as I sat in jail, as you chec ked your children
late at night to make sure they were still there and they were
yours, all clusters of blanket and love.
It is easy for you now. Do not forget that. Easy. To say you saw
it coming. To say you knew letter than to behave that way. A
warning you heed. A warning whispered to you at night by your
husbands, by your children, by your own lips detached, leaning
into your ears, whispering things about desire, alxxit harmony,
about life. I am a lesson, never learned outright, creeping into
your homes when you are not looking, an abomination of spirit,
a girl who opens flesh in order to touch.
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Time might as well balance on a table
balanced on a ball, in the rain, while a city
on a scale of one to ten won 't shape itself
in a day. 11ic Romans drive fast, even faster,
& cats enjoy the wall-to-wall ruin of a body,
water rising in a lung, plenty of stone to go around.
A sword through the w(xxlen lx>x.
I'm not sure how I’ve gotten where I am.
the cigarette hanging over distant countries,
a slack rope dragging from die heels
long after my friends have gone home.
I understand the Italian for spiritual,
spit in a fire, the word for water, no more,
not even that. I saw a shepherdess from die window.
She was tending the surface of a fountain,
the Spanish Steps, diree to six inches by morning.
I somewhat agreed
Bodies aren't ruined in a day, an exotic tiger,
a pair of white liberties. Tremors rise inside
for hours, even minutes, & I've rehearsed
the same turns in a recent life, the hem & haw
of a horse drawn carriage, marriage,
my eyes focused between die blinders.
The lied burns when John clears his throat
(sword swallow), dinner heated by a fire,
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by a friend. Might I put his statue on the table?
Another acrobat without a net, a small circle
where the ringman packs his bags?
It's obvious I’m the one who left.
Tomorrow I’ll wear a turtleneck, a five percent
margin of error, bkxxl cleared from the throat
in a shower, wliile the lungs inside ...
1strongly disagree with morning:
A passenger stows her leg in the carriage,
waits a month herself before the wheel flattens time
into red beads beneath the edgeless blade,
an ordinary day numlx^red with ravens,
one foot forward, stopped, then another.
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Sunday morning the church opens its mouth
and I find stones. 'Hie mason lx)ws to his knees,
eases a brick from the sidewalk. The clock circles
its hands and a dog wanders the busy street.
A black letter from the unlit marquee
falls where traffic shudders a saddled horse.
I blow out the names of friends for the winter,
the idle drifts between snow and blossom.
In cemeteries people whisper to the stones:
breath will certainly forget my syllables
when the sheets welcome the dirk beetle,
and dawn withholds the words I was.
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“AARGfIH,” I SAY INTO THE m icrophone, try ing to sound
convincing. “A-hoy, Mateys, let’s blast them Tigers out of their
hides!”
I fire the cannon, Kaboom. 'Hie crowd flinches their shoul
ders in surprise, a few children cover their ears. A man wearing
green applauds. The crowd erupts into cheers. Everybody loves
football. I say some fiery words into the microphone. My wife,
in the bleachers, lcx)ks uncomfortable on those metal bench-seats.
I am on a makeshift lx>at wearing a patch and a bandana. I am a
pirate, we are the Pirates. My son is on the sidelines where he
will Ix1the entire game. I le’s wearing a baseball hat backwards
because he lias no real need for a helmet, the coach never plays
him. My daughter is in the car in part because of the black cat, I
think, rm not sure about this, she’s a tough nut to crack. MaryLou
asked me a week ago, in what I want to believe was the waning
stage of our affair, “If the apocalypse was now but you and some
one could lie saved, w ho’d you choose?” Right.
The Glee Club m ade this boat, happily. It’s pretty sturdy.
There is a mast rising from the center of it with Rings. At the
top of the mast is a circular platform large enough for a small
brass cannon with a big punch, a microphone with a long cord
running to a generator down on deck, me, gunpowder, and a
fancy silver lighter with an engraved beaver on it. My teeth are
large and friends have pointed it out. I keep the lighter in my
breast p(xket and am quick to light whatever is necessary. I have
baggy pants and am overweight. They like me this way, the prin
cipal and coaches, but I refuse to grow a bushy beard. I told my
superiors that I wouldn’t Ix trivialized by traditional pirates, Blue
Beard, Black Toes, whatever. I am simply myself, but a pirate.
My family talked about names over dinner tonight before the
game. We were eating pork; overcooked pork, not that I could
do IxHter: I couldn’t, I've scorched soup. My son said Moses.
I le hits turned religious since his grandfather died. My daughter
said Des. Des, The Pirate. I had no idea what that meant, she’s
a tough nut to crack. My wife said she was filing for a divorce. I
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told her that name was too long. What about just Chuck, my
name, Chuck the Pirate, or Pirate Chuck Meanus? I passed the
salt to my son, the pork needed something.
I am not a mascot full-time. I own a cigar shop downtown.
I’ve saved enough money to make a commercial this winter. I
have an idea for (>ne: Meantis, Meanus, Meanus Cigars, the meanest
ci&tts in then holedamn ton m!Meanus a nthajiink-yarddog Meanus
uith old King Kong! I don’t know. I may borrow die pirate get-up
and wear the patch. The patch was my idea in the first place, it
isn't one of the requirements. The principal, a wom an without
much of a mouth, told me the patch would impede my vision
and I would topple from the mast and break my neck. She would
not be responsible. I signed something in accordance.
1became the mascot out of desperation. My family has been
falling apart. I can’t relate to my kids. Well, my son is pretty
normal, I suppose, but my daughter is a tough nut to crack. And
there’s die wife problem. I’ve lieen having trouble getting it up.
We score, I Aarghh, Kabcxim. The crowd cringes again, but not
my wife, she saw it coming. She works at Bordt’s Potato Chip
Factory. I know the owner, Bordt, he’s a fine man. 1tried blam
ing my wife, mentioned that I can’t make love when she smells
like Sour Cream and Onions, or Barbecue. They’re making
Ketchup-flavored chips now but nolxxly is supposed to know
diis. It’s a campaign secret, a marketing strategy. I asked Polly,
my wife, about it. She w ouldn’t budge, but you can’t lie about
your cxlor. I told her Ketchup had no business in the liedrcxim.
She made some snide comment alxxit how I’d rarely been around,
how denial didn’t get me any harder, I didn’t smell so great my
self, nag, nag, nag. These things, of course, were true.
The Pirates try to run the option. It works, we score again, I
fire die cannon. There aren’t any balls in die thing, it’s just gun
powder and blanks. Below me I see girls twirling batons in scar
let tights. The band plays a fight song, the trumpet is off. I start
a chant into the microphone: “Go Pirates, go. Go Pirates, go.
Go Pirates, go.” Mouths open and close.
Polly, my daughter, is in the car. She’s named after my wife,
obviously, This gets confusing so I call her Pie Doll; my daugh
ter, diat is. I just call my wife Polly. We’ve nevqr had pet names.
I should give her one maybe, could spice things up in die lied40
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room. My son, I lodge, Ls named after my wife’s father. I fiaven't
been one to argue, but he should have lx?en named after me.
Chucky, Chuck Jr., Charles the Second. Something honoring the
father. I tall him Tiger Ixxause when he was younger he was a
scrapper. Were playing the Tigers today, so I won't be calling
him that now. Could call him Des, Jr. Young Pirate Des? Sure
don't know w here PieDoll comes up with tilings.
My daughter Ls in the tar because she crossed a black cat the
other day before it was hit by our neighbor’s tar. She’s con
vinced she is bad luck. She didn't cry and doesn't. Not even
alxiut the divorce. My son sobbed a little about that, thankfully.
I told him, “There there." Then we arrived at school. Polly said
she was staying in the air, we were all doomed She Ls in the back
seat of our cream car, passenger side. My wife slammed the
d(x>r a little w hen she got out. Hodge hustled to the field for
high-fives and the bench. I put my patch on and climbed to my
rcxist, sullen.
My daughter is probably staring at the headrest in front of
her in the empty car. She is counting to some specific number
like fifty-five and then counting back to zero. She’ll skip the
number three because she doesn’t like it. Her hands are in her
lap. If there were an apcxxilypse and I could save someone else it
would Ix.* Polly, my daughter. Practically, she’s youngest and has
the most life ahead of her. When she grows out of her bad luck
phase she will do something important. She’s bright. She once
did a project on bees for her science class. The bees flewr in
concentric circles. They did tricks. One of the rowdy bees stung
her on a cloudy afternoon. She had opened her umbrella by
accident in our foyer that morning. It had just popped open.
Polly is smarter than me, she’s over my head, I seem to miss
things. She came home from school and mentioned the sting. I
found the tiny stinger and yanked it out, what else could I do? I
told her it was just nature, or something. She said, “Bad luck."
I said, “O.K., yeah, the umbrella this morning, but you're fine,
aren’t you PieDoll?’’ “Not bad luck for me,” she said, “bad luck
for the lx^es.” The bee died, that’s what they do after they sting.
“Besides,” she said, “I was angry and killed them all with a nasty
insecticide. I was bad luck for them.”
A hand off to number twenty-five, Alvin Hoagie, he sweeps
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around die outside, breaks a tackle and scores, Kalxxim; nobcxly
flinches. I say into the microphone, “Go Pirates, go. Go Pirates,
go.” My son scowls up at me.
•'What?” I say into the microphone.
He quickly turns around. It would fx? nice if his coach, Zan,
was sleeping with my wife. Once she made ccxikies for the team.
Oatmeal, I believe. Zan nearly ate them all. She didn’t mind,
even pointed out a crumb on his lip. It’s not that I want my wife
to be boinking the coach, I just think maybe we’d be even that
way. I would feel better alxiut MaryLou.
I met MaryLou at my cigar shop, almost two years ago. I
don’t smoke cigars myself, I just like the smell from other peoples’
mouths. She bought a real whopper from Honduras, eight years
old. I lit it up for her right there in the store. She introduced
herself as Mary, mumble. She mumbles. She meant MaryLou, I
learned later.
“Chuck Meanus, how do you do?”
I offered my hand for the shaking. She was working the cigar
in her right hand so she stuck out her left hand. I took it with my
left hand and mid shake she placed her pinky on my wedding
ring. She mumbled something smoky.
“Yeah,” I said, “yeah, I got one of them.”
It, the relationship, evolved. I don’t ckince and we went danc
ing. I like her a lot and deny it. There’s no other choice. MaryLou
always understands, no pressure. She’s got glasses and bobbed
hair. She is not tcxi thin and doesn’t seem concerned. I know
she is smarter than me, she graduated from college, and is a fine
conversationalist. She allows me to think out loud. She’d make
a fine psychologist but she works for a law firm. She doesn’t
smell like anything but herself. We’ve done seventy percent of
die hotels in this town, almost always in the day. She said maybe
she’d show up to die game later to see me in my cute uniform. I
started to tell her no, my wife, but confrontation between them
might help me sort things out somehow. If my wife turned psycho
on MaryLou it would show she cared. MaryLou cares, I know,
she chooses her undergarments to my liking, but I’ve let diings
come tcx) far. I started a family, I want to finish it.
Pass to number eighty-eight Todd Friddle, touchdown,
Kalxxim, “Go Pirates, go. I kxlge, keep your chin up, son!”
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My son looks at the ground, I think. I just see his back, his
shoulders slump.
“It’s all right, Tig! Zan, play my son.” This could be a chant,
I realize. “Zan, play my son. Zan, play my son. Zan. play my
son." The crow d doesn't participate. A man in a green shirt
applauds. CXir team is winning handily so people ignore me and
focus on our gcxxl fortune. I lalf-time passes. The damned trum
pet. I click the microphone off. If my wife had a rifle and aim
the situation would unfold differently. As is, she seems to be
willing me to fall from my perch.
I told my wife alx>ut the affair, finally. 1sort of thought she
knew, but she acted surprised. Like acting surprised about a fu
neral— I mean, come on. you know he’s dead, the funeral part
doesn’t just sneak up on you. She lost her father, a nervous man
who stared, a couple of years ago. We were late to the funeral
because Polly, my wife, was cross-stitching in the foyer. I said,
“1lello, w e’ve got som e place to be. Let’s get moving.” She
wept. She was the only one. My son sobbed a little bit, but
nothing big. My daughter drew a picture in her sketchpad. I
peeked and nc )ticed she was drawing (xir family. I had huge brown
ears. Then w e went hom e and had tea. My wife didn’t want to
talk about it, just stitch. She is taller than me by an inch and
younger than me by four years. She is thin with thick hair and
the reason our daughter is beautiful. Our son, like me, is timid
and pudgy. My wife practices some form of karate I can’t pro
nounce and it hurts. I thought maybe she was stitching some
funeral shawl because all the yam was black, but when she was
done she just tossed it over the birdcage so our nervous bird
Skinny could sleep at night.
“I’m not going to fall,” I say, but the m icrophone is off. I’m
thinking about clicking it on and giving her a piece of my mind
when the crowd thunders. I turn back to the game. We’ve scored,
Ben Jr. on a reverse. 1Aarglih, but forget the microphone is off.
I click it on, Aarghh. This comes late, people notice. “Go Pi
rates go. Go Pirates go. Go Pirates go.” They realize my cheer
is uneasy. It seems simple, just express commendation when
something gcxxl happens to our team. 'ITe principal wasn’t go
ing to let me be the mascot at first. She said someone more jolly
should do the job. I w anted to bring the family unit together
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through sport so I begged her to let me give it a try anyway. I
told her I used to be a male cheerleader for my high school,
which is something I don’t mention often. Besides, my voice is
deep like a pirate. I snap the microphone off and tell myself' to
do letter.
Ih e black cat had come around purring and hungry. My son
fed it tuna and talked to it. Pie Doll nam ed it som ething like
Tweeker. 'Ihey got to know the thing. Then it occurred to her
that Tweeker didn’t have a single spot on her and was thereby
solid black and bad news. She avoided it when it came around.
Hcxlge grew bored of it, distracted by his awkward body, his
ghoulish pimples, his tummy rolls. Walking home from the bus
stop a couple of days ago PieDoll saw Tweeker sleeping under
a tree. She passed the cat on the sidewalk, crossed it so to speak.
Tweeker was hit by my neighbor’s car yesterday and we found
out about it before dinner this evening. I saw Ben cleaning it
from his Volvo grill. He was whistling a w estern tune until I
approached him and then he tried to look somber.
“Tweeker?”
“Damned thing just seem ed to fall from the sky.”
“More likely a tree.”
“Yeah. I heard you’ve been sleeping around.”
“Yeah, you?”
Ben chuckled and hit me in the shoulder. “Sure hope we
stomp them Tigers. Ben Jr.’s going to Ix? returning kicks, playing
wide receiver, covering for Jo-Jo Jr. at free safety— ”
“Oh, yeah?” Ben wasn’t done.
“I wasn’t done.”
“My apologies.”
“Gonna fill in as tackle, nose-guard, might fx_" Irack up to Brady
at quarterback— ”
“Her name is MaryLou, she has a perfect nose.”
“I figure he’ll put in about twenty-one, maybe twenty-eight
points tonight.”
“I think I’m falling in love with this wom an, finally, which
isn’t at all what I want and something I can't rationalize, not that
I’m the type that needs to rationalize my affair to you, Ben, you
killed a cat and probablv will screw up my daughter’s sense of
self.”
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Jlist between you and me. Chuck, I've introduced my son to
steroids.”
I tried to tell my family about Tweeker before dinner. The
pork was already overcooked and they were sitting. My son
sobbed a little. My daughter didn't seem text surprised. Then we
tried to name me as Pirate. Des, 1guess. Certainly not Moses, 1
can’t even part my hair neatly.
I think that I'd not take myself if there were an apocalypse.
I'd give that space to MaryLou. She and my daughter. They
would make a gcxxl mother/daughter duo. Polly needs some
one to challenge her, God knows I've failed in that regard, and
my wife has just seemed sad ever since her father died. I’m sure
my affair hasn't helped her out of the funk. I’ve told MaryLou
everything about my daughter, they are similar in their confident
demeanor. Both of them have a quiet smile that sharpens their
eyes. They liave identical laughs. I imagine them chuckling lightly
over a black-and-white movie nolxxly understands. Let them be
saved, I'll take my wife and son, embrace them and lift my chin
to Kingdom Come.
I catch my wife looking at me. “Ah-ha!"I say, clicking on the
microphone. She stares at her knees. “I saw that. There was
longing in that kxtk, Polly. Sweetheart.”
A man in a green shirt applauds.
Ben, in the audience, tells me to shut up, his son just made an
interception. Actually he says, “I ley, shut up you dumb-ass pi
rate. my son just picked one off." This is problematic, me Ixring
a dumb-ass pirate. That’s no name.
“My name is Des, Ben, Des the Pirate. Call me that. By the
way. you make a lousy father.”
People in the crowd turn to Ben. He’s red. “You make a
lousy husband, Des,” he shouts.
The crowd volleys their attention to my perch. I shift weight
from foot to foot. I Aarghh, fire the cannon, Kaboom. This
surprises them, distracts, shoulders lift. But not Ben, he isn't
done.
“Des the Pirate, that’s desperate. We've got a desperate man
for our team mascot. That’s fitting, considering fatso up there."
The crowd erupts in laughter. Ikn gives someone a high-five
and starts a “Des, Des, Des” chant. The bleachers rtx k. This
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stings, coming from my daughter and all. She had to know what
the name meant. It isn’t nice to call your father a name he doesn’t
even know he’s being called. It’s cruel, I’ll have to talk to her
about it. I know I’ve been absent from her life, she does deserve
better than me. In an ideal world MaryLou would convince her
that I was a decent man. I’d patch tilings up with the wife. Then
MaryLou could bring the respectful PieDoll back to the family.
We’d thank MaryLou as she drove away and always think of her
fondly. My wife and I could refer to these times as the “Turbu
lent Years” that made our marriage stronger. The chanting crowd
is loud enough to reach die parking lot, where my daughter might
hear and feel ashamed.
My son, on die sidelines, has sympathy in his eyes, God love
him. My wife picks up her pocketbook and starts on down the
stands. She doesn’t look at me. The crowd stomps their feet.
“Yeah, sure, I’m desperate, but I’m up here trying, aren’t I?
I’m supporting the team, I’m not afraid to admit that I’ve made
some mistakes. I love my wife and family, I know that my daugh
ter might lie lietter suited elsewhere, I've found someone I diink
could lietter understand things.”
Nobody is listening to me, they’ve gotten into a zone. My
wife is having trouble getting out. Somebody starts a wave and it
works. People go this way and that way. I’m getting seasick
watching. I’m sure it’s against protocol, but I turn the cannon
around and aim it at Ben. He is less red now. I have no idea how
our team is doing. I fire the cannon at him, symbolically, of
course, there aren't any balls, Kaboom. He flinches and colors
again. Take that, Kaboom. The wave pauses momentarily.
MaryLou appears by the stairs. She’s picked a fine time to
show up. My wife freezes not far from her. I guess she just
knows. Something passes between them. I fire the cannon at
Ben again. I mention that he’s pathetic, everyone hears. The
wave breaks up, die chant turns to just loud mumbling. I hear a
child say not to point that thing at him. He has a lot of growing
up to do. My wife is moving towards MaryLou. Ben is angrily
stepping over people to die boat. 'Hie game goes on, w e’re late
in the fourth quarter. People are filing out into the aisles and
following Ikm down die bleachers. They come two by two.
My wife approaches MaryLou. They are standing close to
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one another with folded arms. The fence betw een the stands
and die field falls under the weight of the oncoming crowd. They
are rushing my boat. My wife untucks an arm and I w onder if
she is going to karate-chop MaryLou. She doesn't. She scratches
her nose. They shake hands. I fire up the microphone.
“Polly, Buttercup, it's not her fault. I’m die one to blame, I'm
bad. I w ant us to work diis out, regardless. Let’s not make diis a
total waste. I take out my car keys and fling them at Mary'Lou.
'IIley arc over die crowd and land near my wife’s feet. Not a had
pass. My son is lexiking up at me, or maybe gazing past me on up
into die blue yonder. I’m proud of him for fieing a trooper. lien
is on deck, others are not far behind. O ur team is still scoring
viciously, it’s got to lie over soon. 'Hie trum peter is tone-deaf.
“Pick up the keys, MaryLou. Take them and go to die park
ing lot. Lcxik for die cream sedan with die litde girl in die backseat.
It’s near the tennis courts. She’s our daughter. Take her away,
she’ll like you, just lie yourself.”
TTie microphone is yanked out of my hands by som eone liel o w . it squeals all the way dow n and w hen it lands the din is
amplified. A group of kids find it and start saying “Fuck, fuck,
fuck" happily. They giggle. My wife picks up the keys. MaryLou
refolds her arms. Ben is coming up here to kick my ass. There
isn’t e n o u g h room for that. The bo at is teetering. I fire the
cannon because it seem s right to do, Kaboom.
My wife and MaryLou are discussing something. Is MaryLou
laughing? “Give her the keys, Polly, there’s no time!” Without
the m icrophone, I cannot lie heard. I lose sight of them. The
patch is impeding my vision.
Ben climbs to the top of the perch and punches m e in the
m outh. He is bigger than m e, this will be easy for him. He
cracks me in the chin. The crow d erupts into cheers. I d o n ’t
know if our team just scored again or if diey are glad I’m getting
beat up. I do the unexpected. I leap u p into B en’s arms. He
doesn’t want m e there. We are unsteady on his feet. He whis
pers for m e to get dow n, w e’ll fall like this.
I take my patch off and see that my wife is standing alone.
I ler arm s are folded. She untucks them . I w o n d er if sh e is
going to give m e the finger. She puts her hand to her lips and
blows me a kiss.
I reach out for it, that’s all I w anted.
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Atidm vFoster

As you look at it, the change of A to II B to C or D,
instead examine it as no change of letters but as a deepen
ing of the trend of A, a subtilizing of the quirks of A,
instead of a deepening of the trend of A, plot it as the
location of and then the loss of A, and now examine it as
the emergence of B upon the loss of A, or now examine
it as the recovery of A among the sons of B, the loss of B,
the forced relocation of B, or now instead of the loss and
relocation of B, B is erected and destroyed, taken down
and placed back, on this planet or that, C or D, sometimes
accepting the inflicting of attention as it is found and borne,
forged and broken.
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ShaneSeety
F o u r D ream s O f th e O ld H o u se

1
The cracked ground marks
w here die sewer line has frozen and burst.
My father spends all night out there,
liis pick axe ringing on die stones.
There is a horse, and she lives beneath the ground.
My Dad is slow ly going blind. The ground breaks
open and exhales spring.
2
I am telling secrets to a mouse.
I whisper down the basement stairs, murmur
in the darkness of the cabinets where
grains liave spilled.
The mouse takes cereal the way my grandfadier
tikes his daily bread, and then becomes
my grandfather. I am telling secrets to my grandfather
in die dark cuplxw ds where die grains have spilled.

3
'The house is a broken toodi
and the barn twitches to burn.
4
We are there again together. Years
are recovered like polished stones. The long night moon
seeps between the branches of die willow tree.
The river is an old man with a whittling knife
humming softly to himself
as he notches the passing of time.
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M. I fou nt Smith
T he D
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F a t ig u e
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B one

Near the foundation we found
the skeleton of a cow,
and we brushed
away dirt and uncovered the curve
of the spine,
the crumble and rot
of marrow, the pelvic crush,
stacked pieces of teeth,
open mouth
full of dirt
army of vertebrae,
the fine line between Ixine and earth,
ashes to dust,
the dirk clay calming
of the mind which says death
but cannot connect the word
to this dirk being.
We touch the decomposition
of thoughts,
tiie impression of a legbone
in the earth, like a rivet,
bone lasts longer than flesh,
and is reluctant
to become dirt.
Even now it tries to hold,
compose a form,
unearth itself.
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JeriniferKeDer
P o w e r F a ilu r e

Sulfur, stricken, pauses. Prescient quiet,
then tcxlay’s news shrivels, coughs, consumptive;
soon a leaping blue-shoed hula hisses
wild up the flue. I bellow orange
fists of coal to burning, wait for logs
to crack and spit, turn and light a hundred
candles, keep a hive, yellow black and
humming. Wax takes to die air, my throat chokes
with a slow coat. Where did you imagine
candles go? Now I am warming, watch the
many bruising hearts chafing at die wick.
I have lient die forest, made this house mine.
Here die wax makes bees, and I begin
to live in the articulated instant
of promise, between oxygen and flame.
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T he N
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T h in g T hat B
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In die garden, knelt,
aldiough die soil underneath
Ls damp, and one fold
bares a breeding place for mosquitoes
invisibly young.
Because of dieir bites,
you stand, quickly mb your amis.
A strange motion, so unlike
each night, when in sleep
you stretch your arms
and mb one, die odier,
up to die elbow,
the dr>’sound diat skin
makes on skin
not enough to wake you.
In die morning, we have laughed,
wondered if you dream
of 1leing a surgeon
but it’s not that, not
a dream at all. Something
swarms in die night air,
bites tenderly, like snow.
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Ini ini Ijlv Wasbbiim
B

eef

T

ongue

Beef tongue bent on styrofoam
as big as your face, this is the workhorse
of the cow mouth, the licking,
swiping, mawing director of the chew.
'Hie taste buds erect as new tufts
of grass, wouldn’t taste me back.
Though the cattle on the farm,
ranging around and staring through mesquite
always rattle my hike as I step over
their thick pies, as I watch the cows
stare, and avoid the bulls altogether,
and though I hate their stinking methane
worse than my own, I’d never worship
one of these & I'd never taste a tongue.
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/. Alicia Shank
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IN CANADA, THEY CALL IT Sasquatch. Clarence pre
ferred to refer to it by the scientific name of the prehistoric
creature he believed it to be descended from: Gigantopithecns.
“Come now, Clarence,” the other biologists in his
department said whenever he used the tenn. “Latin nomencla
ture doesn't lend legitimacy to your studies. That line died out
in the Pleistocene.” At least they were gcxxl-natured about
it—they’d tease him with copies of lurid tabloids, their head
lines endless variations on the “I I lad Bigfoot’s Baby” theme.
They’d even Ixiught an enormous autographed hightop from
one of the school’s basketball players at a charity auction and
placed it on Clarence’s desk, snickering as they rushed away.
But they didn't persecute him, because this was Wyoming, after
all, and quiet people were allowed their space. Clarence felt
isolated among them, but that was nothing new. He’d spent
his whole life as the answer to the question: Which of these
things is not like the others?
“If there can be a black biology professor in Wyo
ming, there can be a Yeti in die wcxxls,” his brodier Henry said
when Clarence told him alxiut die ant ics of the other scien
tists. “You’re die mystery creature, if you ask me.”
Clarence had phoned his brodier because he was upset
alxxit a conversation he'd had with his mother earlier in the
day. Someone had sent her an unflattering profile of him in
Am erican Skeptic, and she’d called to ask about it. “All I could
diink to say was, ‘You have a friend who subscribes to Am erican
Skeptic?”
“It must be those crazy old ladies she meets up with at
bingo, ” Henry said. “Did it have a nice picture of you, at
least?”
“It had a caricature of me, with a shrunken head and
enormous feet.” Clarence felt himself shaking with rage. “I
am sick of this sort of thing!”
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“Clarence, tell me this," Henry said. “Look in your living room.
Do you have a ghetto TV stand?”
“What’s that?”
“A little TV sitting on top a big old TV that hasn’t
worked in years?”
“No.”
“Then you're doing all right.”
Henry was the only person Clarence spoke with alx>ut
these things. There was a small cadre of legitimate believers
who sent each other Christmas cards and collaborated occa
sionally—an anthropologist in Idaho, a forensic investigator in
Texas—but they rarely met. Clarence distanced himself from
the self-professed cryptozoologists who believed in everything:
Nessie, aliens, that the Cubs would rise again. Every once in a
while one of these nuts would show up at Clarence’s dcx^rstep
in a Bigfoot Investigation Society t-shirt and hound him for
comments to print on their obsessive websites. Clarence
always asked them to leave. He only worked with respectable
experts, so that he had some hope of preserving what was left
of his reputation.
“Listen,” Henry said, “I’ll talk to Mom, smooth her
feathers. I’ll Ix? up to see you in a week anyway. I’ll catch that
monkey for you, or better yet, we’ll shoot it.”
“I’m not going to shoot a bigfoot,” Clarence said.
“You’ve said that no one will believe you until you
produce a Ixxiy, right? We'll get one and you'll lx? famous, and
we’ll forget about all this.”
Henry brought his family up from Gary, Indiana to
visit Clarence almost every July during Frontier Days in
Cheyenne. Henry was a successful car salesman with a seal-thedeal grin and a trim moustache. His chubby cheeks gave him a
look of constant gcxxl humor, as if he were always chuckling
to himself. He dressed impeccably, in monochromatic en
sembles that complemented the coffee-and-cream color of his
skin. Henry put people at ease, dropped the ‘g’s off his
gerunds in a companionable way.
Clarence’s skin was darker, a roasted chestnut brown.
He wouldn’t laugh at a dumb joke that wasn’t funny just so its
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teller wouldn’t feel stupid and he didn't want to Ix* made into a
sideshow. 1lis face was leaner tlian Henry's and liis eyes were
heavy-lidded, large and reflective kx>king, hut they often
betrayed his most frequent thought, that mast people were
idiots. He had such a serious, sane look about him that some
scientists gave him more of a chance titan they would liave
g iv e n others when he spoke about bigfoot. His face betrayed a
chip-on-the-shoulder attitude and a sorrow in his blood. 1le
lcxtked as though his mind was always on a sour note, but that
was no more than this: he was a professional and he wanted to
Ix* treated like one.
The other kids in the neighborfiood Itad Ixen nick
named—Mookie and Peanut and Chuntley. But not Clarence.
I le was a serious child and back then he was respected as such.
For Christmas one year, their mother gave Henry a set of
Matchbox cars and Clarence a microscope. Henry broke his
cars in days, but Clarence cherished the microscope and as he
looked through it, his wonder grew.
As a boy, Clarence studied, and as he did the world
receded to the wings. The grating laughter of television
sitcoms, the rise and fall of his mother’s voice as she talked to
her sisters on the telephone, the frying and washing and
chopping sounds of dinner preparations, the sirens screaming
past outside, the children and dainks yelling in die street, all
these distractions grew quiet when Clarence was at study. 1lis
teachers did not assign enough work to quell him. and so late
into the night he read hxx)ks from the library', books his
teacher loaned him, lxx)ks he’d saved his money for and
ordered through the mail.
No one seemed to understand him, not his brother or
the kids at school. They thought his hobbies Ixxing and his
personality dull. They taunted him, called him “school lioy,”
but Clarence was no fun to tease. It was like teasing a lump of
dough, that’s how impassive he was. Clarence’s mother didn't
understand his enthusiasms but knew that what he was doing
was important, so she guarded his serenity for him. She
guarded it with the wooden spaghetti-sauce-stained spoon that
she brandished at Henry to get him to lower the television
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volume, and she guarded it with her own Ixxly, which she
displaced from her bedroom so that Clarence would have a
space of his own to study in, free of kitchen clutter or family
room noise. Most nights she fell asleep on the old peagreen
couch, her nose pointed toward the cushion, clutching her thin
housecoat to her for wannth while Clarence studied on.
To reward her Clarence brought home every bit of
evidence that showed how sleek his mind was becoming—each
report card, certificate, commendation and award, he rendered
up to his mother. Clarence was her proudest achievement.
Yellowed curling newspaper clippings of the science awards
he’d won were still tacked to her humming refrigerator in Gary.
She lingered them from time to time, trying to get them to lie
Hat. The only new clipping she’d received in years was the
insulting piece from American Skeptic, and it was the first article
about her son that she’d thrown away. It didn't match her
collection.
It was for his mother, and for his mother only, that
Clarence ever felt ashamed about his passion for tracking
bigfoot. For her sake, he felt, he should have worked on a cure
for cancer, perfected a surgeon’s touch, discovered a star and
named it for her, done any one of the many grand things that
science allows one to do. Instead he chased a myth that left
behind tantalizing but shadowy evidence, he sought an invis
ible creature who revealed himself only briefly and only to a
few. He kept his mother’s picture on his desk in his laboratory,
and more than once when he glanced at it, he felt a pang and
thought of hurling all the plaster casts of bigfoot prints out
the w indow and taking up a more sensible pursuit. But his
mother did not exert the pull on him she once did—he had
escaped her orbit. And nothing could be more unlike his
mother in every way than Wyoming. She was a thick-waisted
queen of small spaces. In Wyoming there was tcx) much space
and not enough to fill it.
In Laramie the wind how led like a beast that wanted
to make his presence known. When he first moved to Wyo
ming, Clarence would bolt upright in the middle of the night,
thinking he heard screaming. The windows rattled and the

wind hollered, but eventually Clarence grew to enjoy this relief
from the silence of his life. He looked forward to his brother's
visits—it was the one week a year when Clarence put aside his
maps of bigfoot sightings and alleged Sasquatch liair samples
and didn’t think alxiut them at all. That’s why he was disturfxxl when Henry kept insisting during the weeks leading up
to the visit that they go mstle up a bigftxit.
“It’ll Ix great! Lila will take the kids to see the ponies
and the calf-roping and the mutton-busting, and you and I will
go catch that monkey.”
Clarence wondered if his mother had put I lenry up to
this. 1le could imagine her mulling the situation and deciding
she had absolute faith in Clarence’s mental capacities and
scientific wherewithal, but none in his social skills. And wasn't
tracking a bipedal primate, presumably a close relative of man,
a social occasion? Maylx his mother thought Henry7could
charm bigfoot out. His mother wouldn't be happy until he
became the Jane G(xxlall of the bigfoot, living among them
and accepted as their own, with full-color magazine photo
spreads to prove it.
Clarence knew this bigfoot hunt would work out no
Ixtter than when Henry used to try to fix him up with girls.
The girls would agree to come just to be around 1lenry, but
Clarence made them feel a bit sad, older and more serious than
it was right to feel at sixteen. They would go out for dinner
and the two girls would squeeze in on either side of 1lenry,
leaving Clarence on the other bench, kx)king down its he drank
his Coke through a straw. Clarence was rather more handsome
than I lenry, but nolxxly noticed this. The only girl who could
get Clarence to talk, or even bothered to try. was Lila, the one
I lenry married.
At several points in his life, Clarence wondered
whether he was even capable of having a gcxxl time. I le only
felt comfortable alone among his lxx>ks. School was a natural
fit, so he stayed in college for ten years. As he went farther in
his studies, other black people in his classes went from rare to
nonexistent, or even mythical. His professors would notice the
way he lingered always on the lonely edges of tilings and offer
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him encouragement. “Several years ago I had a student whom
you remind me of, named Tyrone.” Here they would shoot
him a knowing look to indicate they were referring to another
black person. “He went on to become a top researcher at the
National Institutes of Health.” The lack of other brown faces
was something Clarence would only notice on the first day
each year, and then he would forget about it, because that was
the way it always was.
Henry hadn't always been so supportive of Clarence’s
career choice. He’d thought it was foolish of Clarence to
become a research scientist instead of going into medicine in
the first place. “If it don’t make dollars, it don’t make sense,”
Henry would say, shaking his head. But students of certain
disciplines were expected to be hennits, to have difficulty in
social situations. It was a surprise when one wasn’t awkward,
in fact. So Clarence chose to become a primate biologist, and
for the most part, people left him alone. Much had been made
of Clarence w hen it was time for him to find a job. His
research was promising, he’d already published a few papers,
and besides, every school wanted a black professor to feature
prominently in their college brochures. Clarence had already
made the covers of several pamphlets as an undergraduate. To
the astonishment of the representatives from better-respected
programs that tried to woo him, Clarence chose Wyoming. He
wanted to live near the forest, in a quiet place with a blue sky,
and that is what he did. He moved into a little cabin east of
Laramie near the Medicine Bows.
Clarence headed to Laramie intent on studying the
functional anatomy of primates. But for the first time in his
life, Wyoming offered Clarence a loneliness he couldn’t shake.
He had always had a few friends before, nerdish fellows who’d
been in on the internet when it featured little more than a
homepage with Al Gore’s face on it, but here he had not even
one. He amassed huge long distance bills on calls to Gary
when a latent desire to communicate with other human beings
emerged. He noticed that one professor in his department,
Joseph Metcalf, seemed to be on the outskirts of it, and
Clarence decided to approach him. Metcalf sat alone at faculty

parties, if he went at all. and no one ever offered him even a
civil “hello” when they passed him in the hallways. Professor
Metcalf was a wiry old man. the subject of some campus
ridicule because he wore a white lab coat at all times. At
Clarence s welcoming party, he decided to strike up a conversa
tion with Metcalf. As scx>n as Clarence approached, Metcalf
became defensive. “I’m afraid I’m not popular around here,”
he declared. “If you want to maintain y o u r reputation, you’d
letter go sit with the botanists.”
Clarence was unfazed. “What is it that you study?
Cold fusion?”
“I’m afraid not," Metcalf replied. “I study bigfoot. If
you want to leave me now and get some punch, just do so.
There is no need to say that it was nice to meet me.”
“Bigfoot?” Clarence said. “Do you mean you study
the bigf(X)t myth, gathering local stories and folklore and that
sort of thing?”
“No, I’m after flesh and bkxxl bigfoot. They exist,
you know, and I h a v e everytiling but a carcass to prove it.”
vSo he was a tenured nut—that was why everyone
shunned him. But Clarence was intrigued. He wanted to see
if there was any evidence that had sent the old man down the
path of this folly. Maylx he could even examine some fcx>tprint casts and prove them hoaxes with his knowledge of
primate locomotion. But though Metcalf grew to trust
Clarence and frequently invited him to come over and barbecue some meat with him, Metcalf wouldn't share anything until
a few days before he officially retired.
Professor Metcalfs retirement party was a sad little
event held in the faculty lounge. The secretary of the science
department wanted to order a cake with a science motif in the
icing, but all the grocery store offered was a depiction of a
mad professor, lifting test tubes bubbling over with insidious
potions. “No offense,” she said when she presented it to
Metcalf. “It was all they had.” A few members of the depart
ment put in an appearance, and Metcalf and Clarence split a
lx)ttle of cheap champagne.
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“Come on, Joe,” Clarence urged. “Let me see that
bigfoot evidence of yours.”
Metcalf turned on him with a w intry blue-eyed gaze,
like something out of Foe, and nodded once.
Metcalf led him to his office. “Well, you’ve badgered
me enough, Clarence. Are you sure you want to see this?” he
asked, hesitating before opening the first drawer of casts. “1
know' you Clarence. You're a scientist, a true scientist, and
once you see what’s in these drawers, you will never be able to
turn your back on the evidence. You will never stop searching
until the riddle is solved. And this will cost you, now' and
forever. People won’t befriend you. They’ll laugh at your
research, they’ll Isolate and mock you.”
“Show me what you have to show.”
As Clarence examined the casts, Metcalf told him
about the history of bigfoot sightings. First there were the
ancient masks of ape faces that northwestern Native Ameri
cans had carved before contact with Asians or Latin Ameri
cans, or any society to which primates were known. Hikers,
campers, geologists, motorists and forest rangers in the
Rockies and the Pacific Northwest had been reporting
sightings for hundreds of years. And there was Metcalfs
collection of plaster footprint and knuckle impressions—they
had been examined by a fingerprint expert from Texas who
maintained the largest collection of primate prints in the
world, and he had declared that the prints were consistent
within themselves and did not match those of any known
animal. A team of researchers who had tried to lure out a
bigfoot by playing tapes of alleged bigfoot calls and setting out
bait fmit in the Cascades had captured the imprint of a furry
arm, leg and mmp in the mud. Analysis of the hair samples
collected at this site showed them to contain DNA of an
unknown primate. “Why would anyone go to this trouble to
lake something?” Metcalf asked. “Several of the casts show
scars where the skin puckers inward around it, as scars in
humans and primates do. How' would your average hoaxer
know how to do this? Sometimes people do send me hoaxes,
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or misidentified lx~ar prints, but more than a hundred of these
casts cannot lx* written off as either of those things.”
“Many of the casts seem to show a midtarsal hinge,”
Clarence said, noting a ridge between the forefoot and the heel.
“Exactly. Perfect to allow flexibility for running on
steep and uneven terrain."
“But why hasn't a carcass Ixxn found? Why haven’t
any Ixines Ixxn gathered^"
“The million dollar question.” Metcalf reflected.
“Bcxlies decompose quickly in die woods, and the truth is no
one’s lcxiking for a bigfoot carcass. I spend most of my
summers camping here and there and I’ve never even come
across the remains of a bear. I Ixlieve die bigfcxit to be a rare
species, with a population of approximately 3000 at most.
I low many hikers, when they see a decomposing animal, diink
to investigate it and have it analyzed?”
“1lave you ever seen a bigfoot?”
“No. Years of searching and not one. Probably
because die bigfoot know I am hunting them.”
“You hunt them?”
“bxik at all this evidence,” Metcalf said, opening his
arms wide. “No one believes it, and they won t until I drag a
carcass down from die hills.”
Clarence didn't know what to diink. He was over
whelmed by the amount of data Metcalf had collected.
Clarence hadn’t realized there was so much carefully documented evidence diat suggested an unknow n primate living in
American woods. But he didn’t know what to make of it all,
so he put it out of his head.
A few weeks later, Clarence read of Metcalfs death in
die Tribune-Eagle. Metcalf had been out camping in die
mountains west of Gxly in the Shoshone National Forest—
prime bigfcxit spotting territory, from what he had told
Clarence—and his Ixxly had been discovered by some hikers.
Coroners ruled that his death was due to a heart attack. A few
days later, die science department secretary approached
Clarence and handed him a key. “Professor Metcalf hadn’t
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cleaned out his lab yet,” she explained. “And it appears he’s
willed everything in it to you.”
“How could that be?” Clarence asked.
“Oh, I know you probably don’t want any of his stuff,
but at least go look through it, before 1get someone in there
to throw it all away.”
Clarence entered the lab and sighed. But he didn’t
throw any of it away. He found a place to store it, and tcx)k
some of it to his own lab, where he pondered it from time to
time when he wasn’t busy with his other research or grading
exams. He took some of the bigfoot casts home with him and
placed them on his mantel. His days began to feel less lone
some after he began pursuing bigfoot. He would hurry home
from campus, fix dinner, and spend his evenings studying
records of sightings. So much of the evidence seemed
unshakable, and the potential for discovering a new species
thrilled him. But it wasn’t for several years, after Clarence had
earned tenure, that anyone found out alxiut his hobby. He
wrote a paper summarizing the evidence of the existence of an
unknown North American primate that Metcalf and others
had gathered, and submitted it to several journals, where the
editors promptly took the trouble of scrawling rude notes for
Clarence instead of using form rejection slips. The more
people refused to even lcx)k at the evidence, the more Clarence
began to believe in it. Soon the faculty got wind of Clarence’s
paper—evidently die journal editors had been ridiculing him
widi dieir colleagues across the country. Clarence realized that
unless a new publication called Unpopi ilar Science suddenly
emerged, no legitimate journals would touch his research.
Clarence’s studies began to vex him as diey never had
before. His mother could sense die weariness in his voice, and
so coaxed him into telling her die whole story. Clarence went
on alxiut the evidence and odier scientists’ unwillingness to
consider his findings at some lengdi. His modier didn’t say
anydiing for a moment, dien said, “Well, like I always say, life
has a Ixiard for every behind. Maylx? this is yours. But that
means it’s got one for bigfcxit and those other scientists too,
acting all high and mighty.” She didn’t protest Clarence’s belief
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in bigf(x>t even for a moment. If he believed in it, she believed
in it, and this gav e Clarence courage. Hut that had been years
ago, and still no evidence that would convince the doubters
had turned up. He saw it in his dreams, the hirsute forest
giant, his loose-limbed stride, amis swinging in fluid tandem
with his legs like a cross-country skier in the back woods. The
week before I lenry's visit, Clarence found an unsigned letter
slipped under his office dcx>r: “Your reputation is your career.
Back off.”
1lenry and his family arrived one afternoon, hot and tired from
their drive. “That tcx>k forever,” 1lenry’s twelve-year-old son
Jeffrey said. “My whole neck is one big crink. Why can’t we
take a plane some time?”
“It’s better to drive,” 1lenry said, “you need to see
America.”
“I don’t know that 1-80 is America,” Lila said. “Your
father is a air salesman. He loves cars, and that’s why we
drive.”
Keisha emerged, sleepy-eyed from the air, her clackety
beaded braids anni >uncing her presence. “I ley Uncle Clarence,
you caught that monkey yet?” It was the children’s standard
greeting for their uncle.
Coming from them, he didn’t mind. 1le shook his
head and smiled while Lila told Keisha to hush. Clarence
hustled over to help them unload their bags. “What’s this
for?” Clarence asked, lifting out a rifle. He hadn’t believed that
I lenry was serious about going after a bigfcx>t. “You know it’s
not hunting season around here.”
“Are you going to shoot a pony?” Keisha asked, her
voice wavering and her face assuming a dramatic expression.
She was six years old and suffered from a full-blown case of
Misty of Chincoteague Syndrome.
“Nobody’s shooting ponies,” Henry said. “Jeffrey,
what you lx?en telling your sister?’’ But Jeffrey already took
off running.
“It’s for the bigfoot,” Henry whispered.
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“I told you I would not assassinate a bigfoot,”
Clarence whispered back, testy. “I’ve tracked bigfoot for years
and I've never even seen one. I’m certainly not going to blow
away the first one I come across.”
“Listen, you’ve said over and over that other scientists
won’t believe yon until you drag a bigfoot’s dead body over to
their houses.”
Lila cut them off. “I’m starving. You two quit
plotting and help me make some lunch.”
They ate sandwiches on Clarence’s porch, which was
shaded by overhanging blue spmce branches and nestled up to
a grove of trees that were always full of birdsong. Clarence’s
house had a wcxxlsy smell, like wet pine needles in forest
shadow. It was cool and pleasant for his relatives to get away
from Gary with its summer heat, humidity, and depressing
northern Indiana haze. Clarence kept a hummingbird feeder
near his window, and the children were pleased to see the
whirring jewel-toned birds hover and drink. Little chattering
animals approached at all hours, lagging and unafraid.
“You’ve got like a whole Snow White set up here,”
Jeffrey observed.
“Uncle Clarence, why don’t you have a wife?” Keisha
asked.
“That’s because he’s a role model, just like dad always
says,”Jeffrey explained. “He’s one smart dude not to get
mixed up with any females.”
“That’s not what I meant,” Henry said.
“Uncle Clarence doesn’t have a wife because she’d
have to go all the way to Denver before she’d find somebody
who knew what to do with her hair,” Lila said, patting Clarence
on the knee. She worried for him, and tried to set him up with
her friends whenever he visited Indiana.
Clarence decided to change the subject. “So what are
the plans for this week? Frontier Days start tomorrow.”
“We’re going to see the ponies,” Keisha said.
"I figured you and I could go off to do some camp
ing,” Henry said with a wink, “And Lila and the kids could
hang out at the rcxleo.”
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'ITie matter was soon settled. Lila would find out if
there was any way to register Keisha for the mutton busting
competition, in which small, helmeted children clung to the
back of spirited sheep for as long as they could and then were
rewarded with enormous trophies. Jeffrey wanted to catch all
of the bull riding. And I ferny and Clarence would go off on
an exhibition to find bigfoot. Clarence only agreed to go for
three days—he had never seen a bigfoot and didn't expect to
find one now. Still, he gamely loaded up his truck with bigfoot
tracking supplies: night vision goggles, photographic and
recording equipment, tapes of alleged bigfcxit calls, pheronione chips, bait fruit, and seventy-five pounds of plaster of
Paris and fifty pounds of Hydrcxral B-l 1 for capturing the
imprints of bigfoot feet.
It was a long drive north to the Shoshone National
Forest and the brothers used the time to plan their strategy.
“So I’m thinking, you can set up somewhere with the
gun behind some cover, and I'll keep a lcxik out for forest
rangers so we don’t get nabbed for poaching,” Henry said.
“Wait a minute. Why do I have to carry7the gun?”
“I’ve never shot anything before. I Ixirrowed the rifle
from a friend of dad’s. You’ve hunted deer, at least.”
Clarence insisted that he was not going to carry the
gun under any circumstances, but the drive gave his brother
ample time to deploy all of his persuasive car salesmanship
tricks, and by the time they had set up their camp site Clarence
found himself with the rifle in his hands and the thought in his
mind that maybe he did need to shoot a bigfoot for the sake
of science, after all. 1le was sure he wouldn’t see a bigfoot
anyway, so he might as well just carry die gun to shut his
brodier up. The direatening note he had received die week
before worried him— it was ume he came up with some solid
prcxif, because he suspected diat even with tenure he could be
fired for insanity. “If you w on’t do it for me,” Henry7said in
his closing arguments, “do it for Mom. Bag a bigfoot for
Mom—she’d lie so proud!” This left Clarence with the
unsettling vision of a bigfoot head mounted on his mother's
wall, but die notion stirred him all the same.
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“Did Mom say anything to you about this?” Clarence
asked
“She told me that my brother needed help, and I’ve
come to give it.”
The first two days of camping passed uneventfully. At
night they set up the recording equipment to play loud bigfoot
calls from a high spot on a hill and scattered fresh fruit and
pheromone chips in the vicinity. In the morning they searched
for tracks and scat but only found evidence of deer. Clarence
stayed up listening all night, trying to hear if die recorded
bellows would lie answered in die woods. Henry fussed over
die equipment, switching the tapes and playing diem most of
the night. They spent groggy mornings by die campfire,
drinking strong coffee. They decided to hike around die area
to scout it out, to see if there were too many other campers in
dieir vicinity, and diey spent die days tramping through die
woods, hardly talking, before returning to camp for late
afteiTKxin naps.
Most researchers believed bigfoot to lie nocturnal, but
Clarence had always suspected they were crepuscular, and as
the twilight approached for the third time on their trip,
Clarence had a feeling he would see one. Henry was still
upbeat, going about his routine doggedly, but Clarence had
aimed sour. While Henry went off to start playing the tapes
again, Clarence lay on his Ixdly widi his gun commando ready,
behind cover in a spot that gave him a clear view of a large
area of the wcxxls. There was no doubt in his mind that he
would shoot the bigfoot if he saw it. What had die bigfcxit
ever done lor him, anyway? It had brought him nothing but
suffering and ridicule, because it existed and it did not exist—it
refused to just disappear or to show itself once and for all.
What did he have to go back to ii he didn’t return with solid
proof? His family would leave at die end of the week, and he
would become again a solitary lunatic, sustained by tenure and
eccentricity. Across die campfire die night txTore, Clarence
had told Henry all he knew of bigfoot legends. The Lakota
Sioux called bigfoot Chiye-tanka, elder brother, and saw him as
a lirmnal link between animal and human consciousness, the
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creature that could explain each to the other. The Ojibwe believed bigftxx appeared at times of trouble, to warn people when
they were on the wrong path. Bigfcx>t know when people are
searching for them, the legend mas, and only reveal themselves
to those they chcxxse.
“Choose me,” Clarence thought, “and it will Ix the
last choice you make.” The sun smoldered on the horizon,
gilding the trees as it set, and the underbellies of the clouds
were shot with scarlet. A rcxk digging into Clarence’s thigh
Ixgan to pain him and he rose.
Then he saw it. Yellow eyes in the shadow of a tree.
Great furry shoulders. Clarence’s hands shook, but he raised
his rifle and put his finger on the trigger. 1lis heart pounded,
he held his breath. The creature halted, its reddish fur backlit
with a corona of fire. He expected it to flee, but it simply
cowered in front of him, its head bowed under a tree branch,
its eyes downcast. Clarence lowered his gun. He hadn't seen
from which direction it had approached, but he sensed that it
had lx*en watching him for some time, and then it finally
shuffled forward to give itself up. It seemed tired, as if
hounded into submission through nights of bigfoot calls they
had played in an endless kx)p. In the accounts that Clarence
had read of bigfoot sightings, the animal usually turned and
ran as scx>n as it was spotted. Still, Clarence expected more
than this, a slump-shouldered hermit of a creature. It was
perhaps seven feet tall, but it didn’t stand as though it was.
Clarence placed his gun down in the undeigrowth and
then tcx)k a step forward, reaching out his hand. After all this
time, he felt he deserved a closer lcx>k. What if he had man
aged to shoot or capture it? The next day, thousands of
jxople would rush to this forest to search for others. And of
course Clarence would have to submit to rounds of interviews
on morning news programs. They would want to probe his
psyche, to know all about him, and they would Ixlieve it was
their right. Clarence took another step toward the creature,
with his hand still outstretched, and it suddenly raised its eyes
to meet his. It froze him with a lcx>k, a confirmation of
mutual weariness. Clarence shuddered with the terror of
being fully known.
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THE ART STUDENT’S POTS LINED the shelves of her small
studio, drying, and leaking a dampness into the air. Sixty, sev
enty, eightyr of them, waiting for die kiln. Evenings, she would
wander in die cool iMichigan orchards picking apples, and late at
night, waking from a dream, she would eat one, and in die morn
ing, place die yellowed core among her pots.
The young clown juggled torches. At first he lit the wicks with
white gas, so if he caught one wrong it wouldn't bum. This grew
expensive. Once a week he rcxle his bike to die service station in
town to buy a pop bottle’s worth of fuel. After dark, torches lit,
he’d wade waist deep through die lake’s cooling waves, die tops
of which still trapped the warmth of the late September days.
Sometimes a small crow’d gadiered on shore to watch die torches
pass above their unseen thrower, other times he watched the
orbits alone: comet chasing comet on the flat black water.
The clown climbing up the sandy dune, the potter studying a
moon-cast shadow on an apple— their bumping into one anodier seemed staged and ridiculous. But when else, ever, were so
few words spoken before a kiss? Afterwards, in her donn room,
diey lay awake, though neidier heard die other’s breathing. She
heard die wheel spinning and felt die wet day lie tween her fin
gers. He heard the flames whistling past his ears, felt his fists
letting go. In the morning, she thought, I will fire half the pots,
and throw die rest away. At first light, he thought, I’ll juggle all
six and keep diem in the air until I can’t see die flames.
When they awoke it was raining, die first hard rain of fall.
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MARGARET ANN BYERS, AGE NINE, gets off the 104 at
63rd and Broadway at dusk and descends the cement stairs to the
stage entrance of the New York State Theater like she knows
what she’s doing, which she does, but only marginally, and any
appearance of deliberation is only a lucky coincidence. Margaret
Ann does know where she's going, but at this point, why is of no
great concern. (Why, to Margaret Ann, being ostensibly due to
her employment but motivated by other tilings entirely, some of
which she’s aware of and some of which it only looks like she’s
aware of.) Margaret Ann Byers is in the children’s chorus in New
York City Opera's fall production of La Bohem e, for which she
has Ixen required to audition in spite of the fact that her mother
is featured in the role of Musetta, the saucy tart who dares to
remove her shoe out of doors at a crowded cafe on the Left Bank
of Paris. (Any speculation about her mother’s typecasting can be
put to rest, which is not to .say that Margaret Ann s mother is or is
not saucy and/or a tart, but that unlike other theatrical fields of
entertainment where one’s apparent individual qualities such as
saucy tartness might aid in their casting, in opera it helps to come
to tlie table with some level of skill, and if Maigaret Ann’s mother
let’s say were of any formidable size, which she isn't, but for the
sake of making this clear, if she were, it would not prevent her
from being cast as a saucy tart if she could sing well enough, or
possibly if she had modest talents, say if she had some training
and maybe sang out of tune occasionally (in spite of the training]
but slept with the right person, which Margaret Ann s mother
never does, sleep with people for that purpose, and which, in any
case, could just as easily result in her casting in some non-tarty
role even though, clearly, a tartiness would be perpetuating itself
in order to obtain the possibly non-tarty role.) It happens that
Margaret Ann can also sing, and so impressed Miss I Ionian, the
director of the children’s chorus, with her rendition of Go Tell
Aunt Rhody, that she was cast as Urchin *2 and fitted for the
green velvet costume, which Margaret Ann loved because it re-
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minded her of Scarlett O f lara’s curtain dress. She had already
seen Gone With 7he Wind three times, at the movies. If there is
any suspicion of dubiousness regarding the matter of Margaret
Ann’s casting, it is not recognised by anyone as nepotism, more
like a sort of carnival tiling where the bearded lady’s kids end up
in the show because they have beards too. Urchins #3,4 and 6
are also children of those in the company, competent singers all.
A gift box of thin mints is passed around in the dress
ing room, let’s say they’re from the suitor of an attractive choris
ter, and tonight for some reason, Margaret Ann, who would eat
sugar with a spoon if there were nothing else, doesn't feel like
eating her chcx:olate-covered tliin mint, and decides to save it for
later in between the waistbands of her three petticoats. Marga
ret Ann Byers, still nine, is right this minute thinking she maybe
do esn ’t want to add the extra calories on account of Dante
DiMedici, the toys’soloist, hiving said “Hi Maggie,” at yesterday’s
rehearsal not knowing that no one called her that ever, not hav
ing any way of knowing that she would occasionally ask to be
called Maggie to no avail, particularly by her mother, w ho of
course always called her Margaret Ann (leaving her mother no
recourse, in the event of misbehavior, but to add “Byers” at the
end, seeing as how the already formal-sounding “Margaret Ann”
had the potential, every time, to inspire worry, in and of itself
without the “Byers” at the end, although it wasn’t too often that
the full Margaret Ann Byers combination was necessary, which
tended to be for situations in which Margaret Ann maybe spaced
out [leaving something in something else lor too long/doing some
thing without doing some other thing/leaving something o n /
off/open/out/somewhere], or acted like a nine-year-old, [touch
ing/watching/seeing/looking at/saying/doing something she
wasn't supposed to touch/w atch/see/look at/say/do] which,
don’t forget she is, nine), and even though she wouldn’t know
that Dante DiMedici, at twelve, is thinking more about a sand
wich than anything else right now, (and is not yet thinking even
in broad temis about his preference in gender, let alone one spe
cific person) such as expressing something above and toyond a
greeting w hen he says the words “Hi, Maggie,” and although
Margaret Ann/Maggie suspects otherwise, Dante DiMedici is
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probably not at all meaning to convey any type of psychic con
nection by way of his calling her Maggie without having Ixen
asked, and by extension, via the psychic connection, saying to
Margaret Ann/Maggie anything like, “I care about you enough
to psychically intuit your wish to be called Maggie' and maybe
you might like to go see Love Story with me sometime,” which
movie choice he would also have to have psychically intuited,
seeing as how tins is also a favorite of Margaret Ann's, even though
she is, still, nine. Nine-year-old opera-singing Gotie-With-JheW imVLoiv-Stonwdtchmg Margaret Ann Byers may have a cer
tain sophistication slightly above the average nine-year-old, but
that may have no txaring on whether she is going to think through
what might happen to a chocolate-covered thin mint situated
lxtween the waistbands of her three petticoats, and as such, this
chocolate-covered thin mint Is promptly forgotten about for the
duration of her appearance in the second act, largely because of
Dante DiMedici being the cutest thing ever, in spite of his unde
termined gender preferences, the age difference, or the differ
ence in their heights, which is not in his favor, which lack of
height Margaret Ann’s mother explains by way of saying that
Dante had Ixen castrated by his own mother (in order to pre
serve his glorious soprano), and even though Margaret Ann
doesn’t know what castrated is, and even though Margaret Ann
would have no reason, even if she did, to rethink her crush on
the basis of this information, seeing as how (one would hope)
nine-year-old Margaret Ann would have no particular use for/
cause to see/need to see such parts, at this time. Margaret Ann
has only a peripheral awareness, at this time, that her mother is
given to drama, (and therefore lending a lack of credibility, to
any adult, to the castration theory, which Margaret Ann, at nine,
wouldn't know was not currently in practice) and also dcxs not
know that her mother is carrying some unspecified resentment
toward Dante DiMedici s mother, and thus, that the possibility is
present that this accusation is of dubious origin at best. (It
wouldn't Ix a year before Maigaret Ann's m<xher would just come
out and say that Dante DiMedici got his balls cut off. which,
needless to say, even to Go/ w- With- ’I he- Witid/Loi^e-Story*-watching, public transportation-taking Margaret Ann, is disturbing.
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naturally, since this explanation comes not very' long at all after
Margaret Ann finds out what balls even are, and at ten, with only
a slightly more developed awareness of her mother’s tendency
toward drama, Margaret Ann is still likely to believe what her
mother tells her.) Also, tonight is Margaret Ann’s turn to exit the
stage in the actual horse-drawn carriage, with her mother, the
Rodolfo and Dante DiMedici in it, this combination of the shortstatured, non-gender-choosing, possibly psychic DiMedici and
the carriage ride (chaperoned and public as it was) being more
than enough to distract her from the covert and irrevocable melt
down taking place in her Ixxlice.
Onstage, Dante DiMedici pushes his way upstage through the
Urchins (ever so slightly brushing against Margaret Ann in the
process, which bmshing Margaret Ann will interpret through the
end of fourth grade) for his solo. Margaret Ann imagines that
Dante DiMedici is dedicating his solo to her (“Vo’ la tromba, il
cavalin!’’ Roughly: “Want a trumpet, want a drum!”), that Dante
may be expressing, via the superficial desire of his character
(“Ragazzo”), his own secret passion for Margaret Ann, that he
is, in a way, publicly acknowledging his tenderness for her, and
that die audience present at die New York State Theater tonight
is able to perceive this subtle message of love and dierefore col
lectively experiences this performance of La Boheme as having
particular depth and significance. At no time during this solo
does Dante DiMedici actually look at Margaret Ann, but clue to
her growing certainty about their psychic connection, she does
not find this troubling. As they exit in the carriage, Margaret
Ann pictures around her a sea of bleeding soldiers amid the burn
ing of Atlanta as she descends the buggy, nobly tearing off her
green velvet costume and its petticoats to fashion into bandages
(for the briefest moment in this fantasy there is no chocolatecovered thin-mint stain, or if there is, the bleeding soldiers seem
to pay it no mind) and therefore, making more than a gcxxl im
pression upon Dante DiMedici, still in the carriage in imaginary
war-torn Atlanta, awestruck at Margaret Ann’s Scarlett O ’Haralike heroic actions. In reality, what happens with Margaret Ann’s
petticoats is that tiiey spill over into Dante DiMeclici’s lap, and as
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she tries to contain the wayward garments into lier own lap. (even
though it’s a small carriage and Margaret Ann. her mother, the
Rodolfo and I>ante DiMedici are squeezed together in a way that
certainly doesn’t trouble Margaret Ann at all [and seems not to
Ix troubling to the Rodolfo either, similarly pressed against Mar
garet Ann's mother! even though she cannot actually feel the
contact between Dante and herself, the knowledge of the con
tact is enough for her) Dante whispers to Margaret Ann. “It’s
okay,” as the carriage moves offstage, confirming in her mind all
earlier suspicions as to any passible feelings/psychic connection
taking place.
The melted thin mint is finally discovered, of course, as Marga
ret Ann changes back into her own dress, and an attempt is made
to wash off the offending deep brown stain with cold water and
a gcxxy, gray, communal bar of soap, to little avail, so the soiled
undeigarments are hung folded underneath the remaining stainfree slip and left next to a brown velvet costume on the rack in
tlie hope1that it might fie associated with the brown-velvet-wear
ing urchin (*5) and not herself. (Margaret Ann has no particular
bad feelings for Urchin #5 or anyone, really, for that matter, but
is so unprepared for any possible consequences of having stained
the petticoats, having an exaggerated fear of getting in trouble
wildly disproportionate to the amount of trouble she actually
gets in, ever, causing her to worry less about any possible tr(luble
brought about by getting someone else in trouble, in the hope
tliat that person does not have any similarly overexaggerated fear
of getting, or being, in trouble, and of course also, that the ex
tent of the trouble would lie limited to some appropriate pun
ishment here at the opera house and not fioth here at the opera
house and at home; it’s a long way from Maigaret Ann’s mind to
think of suggesting that she dry-clean something [she knows
what a dry cleaner is, to lie sure, but will grow up and still never
find out what “Martinizing” means], because, again, she’s nine,
and this is the sort of logical thing that you figure out with time
and experience, and think is an unsolvable problem when you
are only nine.) The dresser will make a disdainful comment at a
later performance upon noticing the stain, but as it turns out,
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accusations are never made because of the rotating casts and
also the rotating petticoats. Margaret Ann, age nine, concerned
about castration, thumbs through a tattered Good Housekeeping
during the brief speculation about the chocolate-covered thin
mint stain, and the speculation turns to boisterous gossip about
“som eone’s” mother “getting it on” with the Rodolfo, w hich
thankfully goes far and above over Margaret Ann’s head, not
only because she’s nine but because she’s still thinking about I>ante
and the chocolate-covered thin mint.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Fiction
J essica A ntlxm y lines in Maine. This is herfirstpublished story.
EUzaheth Cnme 'swork, has beenfeatured infmbticationsincluding
the Sycamore Review, Washington Square, Weep, New York Sto
nes, lkx>k, The Florida Review, Eclipse, Bridge Magazine, Sonora
Review' andYhe Cliicago Reader. Herdebtit story collection, When
the Messenger Is 1lot will bepublished by'Little, Brown injanuary
2003■ A Hew Ycirk. City>tlatu e, shettou >lit es iti Chicago.
DianaDcyrvcentlywceivedherMFAfrom CdJJumia State llniicrsijy,
Fresno. Herworkhas appeated in The l i i 1House Quarterly, among
otherpumals.
Jason (Jckert has at i MFA in fiction porn Syracuse I fniiersityar id
teaches u tiling atIthaca College. H euastheum riercfthe1999Atlantic
Motithh IHctioti an itestarid the2002u itv lerejtheMaty 'RolxrtsRit lehcvt
Auurd. His recentfiction hasappearedin McSweeney*s, River City,
Virgin Fiction 2, Oyster lk)y Review, a n d \\ighway 14.
J. Aticia Shank u ritesJbrThe Onk n in Denver, and herstories bate
appeared in Michigan Quarterly Review, Calyx, Weber Studies, and
otlxr/nddiaitioris. Sbeismrtkingon attend.
ChrisDonibnmskibpoerrisappeareyrarejbrthexnning in New let
ters, Mid-American Review, Talking River Review, and others. He
teachesfxretty >it i theMissoi da Writitig Collahomtiie.
I\x*try
Tim Earley'spoems have appeared orareforthcoming m Hayden’s
Ferry Review, Sonora Review, Quarter After Eight, Greensboro
Review, Southern Humanities Review, at ul otherjournals. He was a
1990-1999 Writing Rilem cittlxdMn incetou n FineArts WenkCenter
at lethas ivan illy>been selectedas the 2t ul- >earRetry >FeQou'for20022003- He Ix delsan MFA in crealii eu ritingjrom the University o fAlahrtri
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A n drew E rskin e F o ster often returns to Verm ont. He
a ritespoetryandflction. Herecentiygradilatedfrom thelouu Writ
ers ' W orktop in poetry, and u illsoon beapptyirtgforan MFA in
Jictkjnsomeu hereaM eu armer.
Jennifer Keller’s poems bate appeared orareforthcom ing in
The Journal, The Comstock Review a n d 'iTe Midclay Noon.
Shehas recently’been nominatedfora R ishcartI Size.
Entity Koelm 'spoems hate appeared recently in the Greens
boro Review, Seneca Review, andM dhhxi Review. Sheliies
in Santa Cn iz, CA.
M elissa K w asny is the at ithorofa hook o f peltry, The Archi
val Birds (BearStar2000) and two novels, and the editor o f an
anthology o f essays bypoets, Toward the Open Field, due out
from Wesleyan UniversityPress in 2(X)3. Sheliics outsideJefferson
City, Montana. The italicized lines in het'poem areEzra Pound’s.
Atrty M clm tis recently receiied herMFAfrom Western Michigem Unit ersit\>. Shecurrentfyteaches in Kalamazxx), Michigan. Her
poems hoi e appeared in Yemassee a n d lh e MacGuffin.
M ichael R obins is an Assistant M anaging Editorfo r jubilat
and teaches u ritir ig at the University’o f MassachusettsatAmherst.
Shane Seely is a recentgradi late o f Syracuse University sMFA
program. Hispoemshaveappeared orareforthcoming in 5AM,
Seattle Review, Pennafrost, and others. He is currently relocat
ing to St. Louis.
M Rennet Smith Hies in Oregon. Hispoetry and criticism haie
appeared recently in Spoon River Poetry Review, Willow Re
view, The Explicator, a n d Small Press Review.
R obert Thom as's hcx)k. Dcx>r to D(X)r was selected by Yusef
Komnnyakaa as the u innerof'the2001R ets Outlaud Prizeand
u ill bepublished in late2002by Fordham UniversityPress. His
poem s have appeared in FIELD, The Iowa Review, New En
gland Review, The Scxithem Review and rii imeroi is otherjoi irnals. He is a native o f the San Francisco Bay Area and lives with
bis w feand theirthree motleycats in South San Francisco.
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Laura Lee W ashburn is the author o/This Gcxxl Warm
Place (March Street 1998) a n d Watching die Contortionists
(Valancjain OxqibexikO'czc, 1996). She ivceii edherMFAfixnn
ArizoriaStateltotiersityaiidcurrentfyisanAssislaruPrxfessorat
1*ittshiirgh State I hiiiersity \
Scott WUhiam teaches u tiling at TheMassachusettsMaritime
Aaidennyl hsfx xniislxuvajI xwuU frcvvjoillxe n)ungin\\.doax^
Review, The Massachusetts Review, Ploughshares, Sy
camore Review, Fine Madness, Paragraph, Puerto Del Sol,
Northwest Review, and The Laurel Review.
Art

Wendy Lu is a Toronto-based visual artist who is currently
uorkitig oruw ioiis mediumsthatexplorehcu ’thepherlomenoi l r /
genletic di ifiiaitv »i nlates to thecoreiahtesqfpeistmodem societies.
Iierartu orks hai e beeti exhibited at the Givenihdt A its Center,
McNaire Gallery\ and MercerUnion in Toronto. Ontario.
Tom Wagner isa/ xiii itercunviitly’working iii tlxj Washitigtoi i.
D.C. a n ti. I lis u oik has appeared oi i the coters efXhe literary’
Review, New Delta Review, Cafe Review, and New Letters.
I lis Ixickgnn n id ii i daiteeat id theater, esfxxially Idstraillii ig u nth
Alaitha (Iraham ai idLeotlideMassii le. is ii iflieeiitial iii his i xs7nil
work.
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Guidelines for Artists and Writers
CutBank is interested in art, poetry, and fiction of high quality
and serious intent. We regularly print work by both well-known
and previously unpublished artists.
♦ We accept submissions from August 15 until March 15. Dead
line for the spring issue is November 15; deadline for the fall
issue is March 15.
♦ Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for response or
return of submitted material.
♦ Manuscripts must be typed or letter-quality printout, double
spaced, and paginated. Your name should appear on each page.
We encourage the use of paper clips rather than staples.
♦ Fiction writers should submit only one story at a time, no longer
than 40 pages. Poets may submit up to 5 poems at one time.
♦ Artists and photographers may submit up to 5 works at one
time. Send slides or reproductions only; do not send original art.
♦ If a piece has been submitted simultaneously to another pub
lication, please let us know.
♦ Please address all submissions to the appropriate editor—
poetry, fiction, or art—at the following address:
CutBank
Department of English
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

www.umtedu/cutbank
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An invitation to subscribe to

C u t B ank
Montana’s premier literary magazine
Published twice yearly

1 year only $12.00
2 years only $22.00
Back issues (see next page): _
Back issues are $4.00 each (except CutBank 40,
which is $6.00)

Name
Address
City _______________State ______ Zip

Please mail order form to:

CutBank Subscriptions
Departm ent of English
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
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Hawai i Pacific Review
An annual literary magazine publishing
outstanding poetry, fiction, and personal essays
by authors from Hawaii, the mainland,
and around the world.

Individual subscriptions
$8.95 for current issue • $ 16.00 for two issues
$22.00 for three issues
Institutional subscriptions
$ 10.00 for current issue • $ I 8.00 for two issues
$2 5.00 for three issues
Best of the Decade. 1986-1996 (double issue)
$7.00
All other back issues
$5.00
Manuscripts accepted
September I through December 3 1

Patrice Wilson. Editor
Hawai i Pacific Review
10 6 0 Bishop Street
Honolulu. Hawaii 9681 3
E-mail: hpreview@hpu.edu • Web site: www.hpu.edu
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W ashington and Lee University

is pleased to a n n o u n c e

T he Glasgow Prize
for Em erging Writers

$2,500
T he Prize includes publication o f new work in Shenandoah
and a one-week residency at W ashington an d Lee University.

hligibility fo r 2003 Prize: all w rite rs o f s h o r t fic tio n
w ith o n e b o o k .
To apply, send first book, sam ples o f new work an d vita
betw een February 1 and M arch 31, 2003.
R.T. Smith
T he Glasgow Prize
T ro u b ad o u r T h e a te r/2
W ashington and Lee University
Lexington, VA 24450-0303
(540) 463-8908
2004 Prize - POETRY
2005 Prize - CREATIVE NON-FICTION
2006 Prize - SHORT FICTION
Sponsored by the A rthur and M argaret Glasgow Endow m ent,
established in 1960
“for the prom otion o f the expression of art through pen and to n g u e.”

